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_Young Wild West's Square Deal
OR, ARIETTA AND THE RUSTLER'S DAUGHTER
BY AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-The Meeting at Short Creek.
"Wild, you don't know how glad I am to see
you I Blamed if it don't seem that you always
manage to git down here jest about ther _right
time. I reckon you're needed ·at Buckhorn Ranch
ow, if you ever was needed afore. Why--"
"Wait a minute, Hoss. I am not the only one
here, you know. They all want to shake hands
with you."
Hoss Thompson, the manager of Buckhorn
Ranch, on the Rio Grande, closed his mouth quickly, and Young Wild West, the well-known boy
hero and Champion Deadshot of the West, turned
smilingly to the companions who had brought their
horses to a halt near him, as Thompson rode up
to meet them. So much has been · written of
Young Wild West · and the fearless friends who
accompanied him on his horseback trips through ·
the wildest parts of the .Vest and Southwest, in
search of excitement and adventure, that an introduction is scarcelv necessary. Briefly, the
young deadshot's companions were his charming,
golden-haired sweetheart, Arietta Murdock;
~heyenne Charlie, the scout, and his wife. Anna;
Jim Dart, a Wyoming boy, and his sweetheart,
Eloise Gardner, and two Chinamen named Hop
Wah and Wing- Wah, who were brothers and employed as ,servants for the party. It was at Short Creek, a sleepy little village
about a mile from the sluggish Rio Gr~de River,
and perhaps eighty or a hundred miles southwest
of El Paso, where the party met Hoss Thompson,
who was in full charge of our hero's ranch, which
was about ten miles from the village. At the time
of which we write conditions in Texas were quite
different from that at the present time. On the
broad plains law and order were not much recognized, and all sorts of bad characters were to be
found. The good, old-fashioned Texans, honest
to the core and brave to the limit, were to be met
with wherever such a thing- as a habitation existed, and also upon the boundless prairies and
'1.ong the river.
Ranching was not carried on as extensively as
now, but the majority of those engaged in that
business prospered, though very often they met
with setbacks, owing to the ravages of cattle
thieves, who were generally called rustlers. Buckhorn Ranch had been bought by fue young dead-

shot three or four years before the opening of our
story. The boy had purchased it with Cheyenne
Charlie as his guardian, since he was not of age,
ll}ainly for the purpose of having a quiet place
to come to for a rest whenever he felt disposed
that way. But under the able management of
Hoss Thompson the ranch had prospered, and it
was now on a good money-making basis.
It was not strange that Young Wild West and
his friends should meet the manager of the ranch
at Short Creek, for it was scarcely more than_ ten
miles from the ranch, and the store at the Creek
was a headquarters where the owners of the outlying ranches purchased their supplies. Thompson had no idea that the young owner of •the
ranch was coming down· that way, arid as he was
riding slowly down the sandy street of the village, a thrill shot through him, for he recognized
the dashing young deadshot and his sweetheart,
Arietta Murdock, who were a little in advance of
the rest. He promptly set his horse at a gallop
to meet them, as has already been recorded.
"Now then, Hoss, as I just said, you can let
what you were going to. say wait a minute or two,
and shake hands with the boys and girls. Don't
forget the two heathens, either."
· Hoss had no chance to make a reply to this, for
already the scout had sei2ed him by the hand and
was shaking it so heartily that the manager was
in danger of being pulled from the back of his
horse. Jim Dart's turn came next. But he chose
to dismount. Then Hoss .actually was pulled
from the saddle, though he landed upon his feet,
all right. The rest quickly dismounted, including
the two Chinamen, who seemed to think they were
to remain there for a while.
·
"How is Stella, Hoss?" Arietta asked, as she
greeted the manager of Buckhorn Ranch.
"Fine as a fiddle," was the reply. "An' the
kids il;l right, too. Growin' like weeds. Won't
they all be mighty glad to see you, though!" -'
When he had finished exchanging greetings
with Yo-qng Wild West's sweetheart he turned to
the scout's wife and Eloise Gardner. Hoss had
to answer many questions, but he was quite equal
to the task, for he was breezy and full of talk,
especially when there was anything to talk about.
There was a "heap" now, as he called it, since he
had not seen the young deadshot and the rest of
them in nearly four months. Finally he turned
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his attention to the two heathens, who were standing by their horses and keep,i.ng watch of the
pack-horses they had been leading.
"Hello, Wing!" he said, as he gripped the
party's cook by the hand. "Jest as solemn-lookin'
as ever. I s'pose you're feelin' putty good, ain't
you?"
"Velly good, Misler Hoss," came the reply.
"An' you, Hop? I kin tell by the looks of you
·
that you're feelin' fine."
"Lat velly muchee light, Misler Hoss," Hop
Wah answered, smiling blandly as he accepted
the manager's hand.
"Been playin' lots of poker an' winnin' heaps of
money, I s'pose."
"Lillee bit, Misler Hoss."
"An' playin' all S(}rts of jokes on different
ones."
"Lat light, Misler Hoss. Me likee fun. Me
have plenty fun, too, so be."
"Been givin' putty good shows with your magic
tricks an' sleight-of-hand, as they call it, too, I
_
s'pose."
"Velly muchee, Misler Hoss. Me velly smartee
Chinee. Me gottee uncle in China whattee velly
muchee smartee, and me allee samee likee my
nncle."
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Thompson. "The same
old Hop. Full of the Old Boy, but always ready
to turn '?ver a good trick for · anyone what's
worth while."
"That's all right. Hoss."
It was Young Wild West who said this, as he
laid a hand upon the shoulder of his trusted employee. "I believe you were going to say something as we were shaking hands. I stopped you
then, but I reckon you can go ahead now. I am
anxious to know what the trouble is."
"Heaps of trouple, Wild. Rustlers."
"Rustlers, eh? Been losing any of the cattle?"
"Only a few. But there's lots of others what's
been losin' a whole lot."
"The same old story," the young deadshot said,
as he turned to his two partners. "Every now
and then cattle thieves get at work down this way.
l thought it would be a long time before any more
would come after we cleaned them out when we
were down this way before."
.''I- don't know whether it's any of the old gang
what's here or not," Hoss answered, with a shake
of ,the head. "There's some strangers what's come
down this way since you was here before; an' it's
quite likely that maybe they kno:w somethin' about
what's going ort."
"Strangers, eh? Any of the ranches been
changing hands?"
"No, everything is jest about the same as it
was."
"Who are the strangers, then?"
"Well, there's men what's been discharged or
left on their own accord, a n' new ones in their
places."
"Cowboys, you mean?"
"Yes, mostly."
"And you think they mig ht be the rustlers ?"
"I ain't sayin' that, 'cause I a in't got no
grounds to work on. That's why I said I was so
glad that you had got here. It won't take you
long to find out who they are, an' when you do
you'll mighty soon round 'em up."
"I r eckon we will, Hoss. I'm glad to hear that
you haven't lost very m~ny cattle."

"Well, I reckon we've lost about seven in the
last m~nth. That's a heap too many."
"Of course it is."
"But that ain't half as bad as some of the
others has reported."
"All right, Hoss. We won't worry about the
rustlers just now. Since we have met you here,
we'll take a little rest before we go down tif the
ranch."
As the young deadshot said this he happened
to look around, and was just in time to see Hop
w ah walking across the street in the direction or·
Mexican Joe's shanty saloon.
"There he goos, Charlie," thP boy said, as he
turned quickly to the scout. "Hop feels like taking a little tanglefoot, I suppose."
"I r eckon he always feels like doin' that, Wild.
Maybe I'd better go over an' watch him." ·
"And someone had better go over and watch
you," Anna called out quickly, while a smile
.
showed upon her face.
"Never mind, gal. You know me well enough
by this time to putty well understand that I don't
take no more than what's good for me. I told you
I was goin' to let up a whole lot on tanglefoot
when we got married, an' I sorter reckon that I've
kept my word putty well."
"Sometimes you forget yourself, though, Char-•
lie. Now be very careful this time. Just bet '
cause you are apt to meet old friends don't mean
that you should fill yourself up on the vile ' drink
that is to be obtained in the saloon over there."
- "Vile, eh? That's a putty good word, an' I
happen to know what it means. But I always did
allow that Mexican Joe kept putty good · stuff.
But never mind, gal. I'll jest go over an' watch
that heathen. Most likely he's got a notion of git~
tin' b'ilin' drunk, so he kin raise ructions with
that fool of a greaser when he gits on the ranch."
"If you're going over to see Joe, I guess I may
as well go, too," the young deadshot remarked.
"The same with me,"i:)art added quickly.
"Go on," Arietta said laughingly. "I know you
two won't touch anything in the way of liquo1·.
But don't stay very long. We will go into the
store and buy some writing paper and a few
other things we need."
"Me stay light here, so be," Wing Wah spoke up
solemnly. "Me no wantee dlink, and me no
wantee buy somethling."
· The g_i_rls went on into the store, and then
Young Wild West ·and his partners walked across
the street with Hoss Thompson and went into
the saloon which the clever Chinee, as he was
generally called, had lately entered. Inside there
were perhaps a dozen men of various types. Most
of them were Mexicans, for the village being so
near the border, it was not strange that at least
half the population should consist of that race.
Few of them ever did much in the way of work
outside of raising the vegetables and fruit they
needed for themselves, as well as pigs, chickens,
etc., which they sold as often as they got the op- .
portunity. Mexican Joe's saloon had plenty of ·
windows to it, and they were all open to admit-<c
whatever breeze there might be stirring. The:
Mexicans were gathered on a long bench at one ,
end of the barroom, while at the bar itself stood' ..
four men who were undoubtedly cowboys. Ho}!
Wah had taken his station near them at the en&
of the bar, and as Young Wild West and his com-
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panions entered the Chinaman was busy shaking
hands with the proprietor.
"You're good for sore eyes, Hop, blamed if you
ain't," Mexican Joe wa s saying. "Here comes
Young Wild West, too. I reckon he's always
welcome in Short Creek."
At this the cowboys at the bar turned in surprise and looked sharply at the young deadshot
as he came forward, his hand extended to grasp
that of the proprietor.
"Another drink here, Joe,~' one of them called
D

" ut Mexican Joe -paid no attention to the or·
der. He went right on and shook hands with
Charlie and Jim, and then. though he had met him
less than fifteen minutes before, he did the same
with Hoss Thompson. Having firrished with him,
he turned again to the young deadshot.
"Didn't you hear what I said," the cowboy cried
in a loud voice, while his eyes flashed, showing he
was getting angry.
"Wait on your customers, Joe," the yottng
deadshot advised smilingly.
·
"I reckon when you strike Short Creek I've got
to git through shakin' hands with you afore I
'tend to business," was the reply.
"Makin' a lot of fuss about nothin',- it seems,"
the cowboy exclaimed, and then he looked at the
g deadshot in a way that told plainly that
he was of the o-pinion that he did not amount to
a in-eat deal.
· •
"Who are these fellows, Hoss?" Wild asked, in
his cool and easy way, as he turned to Thompson.
"Men from the Bar Y. They're new hands, I
reckon," was the reply.
"Oh, I thought so. I was pretty sure I had
never seen them before."
The four cowboys talked in whispers f_or a minute or two, and after they had been waited upon
Mexican Joe promptly put out a black bottle and
glass before the clever Chinee.
"Now then, what kin I do for you, Wild? A
little soda pop or ginger?"
"Either will do if it's anything like cool," the
boy answered smilingly.
·
'I've got it in the • hole under the shanty.
There's ·a spring of water there, you know, an' I
reckon it couldn't be kept no cooler, not here in
this climate, anyhow."
Joe turned and opened the trap-door behind
the bar and was not long in bringing out the bottle of pop. The cowboys drank their whisky, and
then the one who had been doing the talking
lighted a cigarette, and leaning his elbow upon
the bar, stared at the young deadshot as he took
his time about drinking from the glass he had
been/ furnished with. Hop Wah tossed off his
drink of tanglefoot, and then smilingly nodded
to the man and said:
"Whattee you namee?"
"What's that your business, heathen?"
"Lat allee light. Me no ""antee you gittee mad,
so be. Me namee Hop Wah. Me comee flom
China. Me vellv smartee Chinee."
Ha, ha, h-a!" laughed Mexican Joe, and Hoss
Thompson promptly joined in.
It was "evident that thev both knew that the
Chinaman was a sort of humorist, and._were expec::ting something very funny to come irom him
befo:r,e long.
"There ain't no use in gittin' riled at the
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heathen, Lacey," Joe said, when he had ceased
laughing. "He jest told you he was a very smart
Chinee, and you kin bet your life that he is, too.
I've known him a long time, an' there's heaps of
fun in him. But he's true blue all the way
through."
"I ain't in the habit of doin' much talkin' to a
J?ig-tailed heathen," was the quick reply.
"Lat allee light," Hop answered blandly. "You
no wantee talkee to me, you no talkee, so be. Me
talkee to somebody else. Hello, Misler Hoss!"
He ran quickly over to the ranch manager, and
seizing him about the waist, .began whirling him
about the room.
"Hip, hi, hoolay!" he shouted, as he gave Hoss
an extra turn that almost caused him to lose nis
balance. "You dancee vellv muchee, Misler Hoss.
Plenty soonee me makee bigee bang. Len you be
velly muchee scare. so be."
"Don't do no shootin' in here, an' don't set
none of them big- firecrackers off!" Thompson
cried, as he pulled himself away from the funloving Chinaman.
"No, Hop, don't do it," came from the proprietor. "The last time you was down here you made
everybody think you had blowed the blamed
shanty to pieces, though I reckon you didn't do
much damage."
Just then Hop spied a Mexican he had met before, and he quickly grabbed him, and the tw<J
went about the room doing a so,rt of fandango.
The Mexican took it good-naturedly, and around
they went, until thev were very close to the bar.
l.rhen, whether it was intentional or not, Hop
bumped hard against the cowboy who had been
·called Lacey by Joe. As quickly as a flash Lacey
pushed the two so hard that they tumbled to the
floor. Then he quickly pulled a gun and called
out:
"If anyone is 1ookin' for trouble here, let 'em
speak out. I ain't standin' no foolin' from anyone, I don't care whether he's yaller or white."
"Take it easy, my friend," Young Wild West
said, as he stepped u-p to him, the vestige of a
smile on his face. "There is no need of being
grouchy. If the heathen did that intentionally,
I'll make him apologize."
"Who's askin' you about it?" Lacey demanded,
as his finger toyed with the trigger of the rev~ver he held in his hand.
,
"See here, you're altogether too hot-headed, I
think. Take my advice and put that gun away."
"I'll put vou away, if you don't look out."
"Oh, no:••
As he said this the young deadshot struck the
man a sharp blow on the wrist, and the weapon
was knocked from his hand.
"Now, then, my friend," he said, as he stepped
back a pace, "don't think for a moment that I'm
trying to pick a row with you. But if you feeJ
that way, why just start right in."

CHAPTER II.-Back to Buckhorn Once More.
E;ery man in the saloon had seen Yoting- Wild
West before and knew the sort of a boy he was,
with the exception of the four cowboys. The only
one who· had dared to start a row with him must
have realized the mistake he had made when the
revolver ,was knocked from his hand so quickly.

.
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But one thing must be said about him, he was not
a coward, even though he might have known he
was in for it. Wild had not -pulled a gun. He
was rea9,y to do so., however, but since he had
nothing in his hands , to defend himself, Lacey
must have decided --quickly that he had better
knuckle into him and whip him without a gun.
Anytow, scarcely a second elapsed after the
words had left the boy's lips when the cowboy •
reached out with both hands. intending, no doubt,
to seize Wild by the shoulders. But quick as he
was, the young deadshot was quicker. He sidestepped so suddenly that Lacey lunged forwar,d,
and his hands caught nothing but the empty air.
Wild sbot a quick glance around the room. The
other three cowboys were standing as if they were
ready to assist their friend. But ChaTlie and
Jim were right there, so the boy knew everything
was all right. Before Lacey could quite rep;ain
his equilibrium, for hv missing he had almost
overbalanced himself. Wild caught him by the
.arm and sent him half-way across the room. causing the greasers to scatter. Following him up
as he landed against the side wall, the boy seized
him by the left shoulder, and holding him there,
. raised his fist threateningly.
"Stranger," he said, in his cool and easy way,
"I don't want to strike you, but it does seem to
Ille that the moment you heard my name mentioned you were ready to start trouble. Now
then, if you are satisfied to let th1s business drop
just say so."
Something like a growl came from the lips of
the cowboy, and he lurched to one side, causing
Wild to lose the gras-p he had upon his shoulder.
Then the man's right arm shot out, but Wild
ducked the blow, and there being no other way
out of it, he retaliated by giving him an uppercut with his left, which landed so squarely under the cowboy's chin that his teeth rattled and
his h~ad ' went back. It was lucky for him that
his tongue was out of the way, for he surely
might have bitten off the end, as the blow was a
hard one.
"You want a thrashing, so I suppose I'll have to
give it to you," the bov called out, and then he
:flashed a momentary glance behind him. Charlie and Jim were standing there, their hands on
their revolvers, while the three cowboys leaned
ovet with their hands on theirs. The Mexicans
in the room all huddled together close to the
door, while Hop was leaning calmly against
the bar in the act of lighting a cigar. The proprietor, however, seemed to he worried, and had
started to take the bottles from the shelf behind
the bar. All this Wild saw in the fraction of a
second. Then giving his opponent the chance to
get his balance, he made a· feint with his left and
then drove his right fist squarely upon the fellow's chest. It was a crushing blow, and Lacey
~ollapsed and fell to the fl or as if he had been
stric1'ien by a bullet.
"Gentlemen," the young deadshot said, as he
turned to the three friends of the man he had
knocked down, "if you know anything at all, you
should be satisfied· with what has happened: I
,certainly didn't start the trouble."
There was a short silence, and then one of them
took his hal)d away from the gun that hung at
his side and with a shrug· of the shoulders, said:
We ain't sayin' nothing. We wasn't goin' to
d9 a thing unless somebody else interfe;red. If

Lacey wanted to fight with you an' you was
willin' to fight, it was all right. But if your
pards had joined in to help him, then we might
have done somethin'."
"Huh!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie contemptuously. "It would have done a whole lot of
good if you had started to help the galoot. But
don't think for a minute that Young Wild West
needs anybody to help him, not when he's up ag'in
sich a measly coyote as that feller layin' on the
floor. Wild kin lick a ·dozen sich fellers as he is
one right after the other. If you don't believe i~
jest try your luck with him." .
·
"I don't know as I want to fight," one of the
others said, and then he walked slowly to where
the fallen man lay.
"All right, then . I was only speakin' in case
any of you did want to try it."
"That's all right, Charlie," the young deadshot
called out. "I'm attending to this matter. All
you and Jim have to do is to just keep a watch,
and see to it that no one tries to let a shot go at
me when I am not looking."
"There ain't goin' to be no shootin' in my
shanty, an' that's all there is to it," Mexican Joe
called out, as he stepped from behind the bar.
"Wild, you couldn't help <loin' what you did, an'
I'm mighty glad you give that feller a good lickin'. But I hope you didn' break his jaw an' k.
him."
"I hardly think it's as bad as that, Joe. But
who did you say these fellows are?"
"They're from the Bar Y Ranch. You know
the one about fifteen miles to the north of Buckhorn. The name has been changed to the Bar Y."
"Oh, yes; it seems to me I heard something
about that the last time we were down here. But
what is the fellow's name? Lacey, I believe.'
"Yes, that's all the name I know that he's got.
The other three fellers is called Sport. Dover an'
Luke. Pick Jarvis is the foreman of the Bar Y.''
"Ah, I see. I reckon the three gentlemen are
willing to let the matter dro-p. They may go
ahead and revive their friend if they like. I think
if he is carried out to the pump and refreshed
with a little water be will come around all right.''
As if they were very g~d of the opportunity
the three cowboys picked up the m¥, who was
still unconscious or so badly dazed tliat he could
not lift his head, and carried him outside. The
usual pump to be found in such villages was rip-ht.
near the door, with a drinking trough for horses
close to it. While thev did not pump water on
him, as the young deadshot had suggested, they
did get some in a pail, and after bathing his
face and head a minute or two, Lacey came to.
He showed great strength the moment he did so,
and struggling to his feet, he called out wildlY.:
"Where is he? Where is he?"
But Wild did not leave the saloon, though he
heard the wor(!s.
"Easy, Lacey," one of them advised. "You don't
stand the ghost of a show with that boy. He
could knock you down_ jest as fast as you could
git up. Take my advice an' let him alone.''
Then the cowboy suddenly grew calmer. Pe1·-.
haps it occurred to him that what his men said
was the truth.
"AH right," he growled, shaking his head.
"Maybe what I heard about Young- Wild West is
putty nigh true. Someone said a week or so
ago, when they was talkin' about him, that he
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could lick ,any ten mep that ever lived, an' all
at---0ne time. It sorter seems as though he could
lick one, anyhow, an' if it's true that he kin lick
ten all at once, I don.'t s'pose I oughter be
ashamed of myself for gittin' licked. But, boys,"
and he lowered his voice, but not quite low
enough for those at the doorway to miss hearing
him, "I'll git square on that kid if it takes a
whole lifetime."
.
"Sorry to hear you making a threat, Lacey,"
Wild called out from the door, and then he walked
surely outside and stopped within ten feet of
the little croup.
"I wasn't sayin' nothin' to you,' the man retorted, turning a shade paler.
·
. "No, I believe you were nal speaking to me, but
you were talking about e. -You said you would
get square with me if it took you a whole llL.
time. Now then, I reckon you had better t s·
that back. I do hate to have a fellow make such
threats, you know."
· "I s'pose I'll take it back, then. But you
oughter know that a feller is likely to saw a whole
lot when he's mad. You coufan't help from bein'
mad after bein' handled in sich a way. You didn't
give me any show. You jes~ lam;111ed it ri_ght
into me as hard as you could hit, an you sartmly
kin hit hard, 'cause · all I remember after gittin'
at crack under the chin is that my ears stopped.
hearin' things an' I :,een a bright light. ,1 don't
even remember of fallin' dowI), but I s pose I
must have laid plumb straight on the floor."
"Not exactly straight, Lacey. You were lying
in a sort of heap. But it's all right .. You would
have it, so I had to give it to you. ·You needn't
apologize any further. I know about how you
feel toward me, so I'll take -the chance of getting
your 1·evenge. I am pertty well acuaqinted with
the owner of the ranch you are working on, and
before I go away from these parts I may come
over there to see him. If I should happeh to meet
you I will be on the watch for you. I am not going to give you the chance to put a bullet through
me from behind."
·
"You think I'm that kind of a man. eh?"
"Since you have asked the question, I will tell
u that I do j;hink you are that kind of a man.
But it's all right, as I said before. Now then,
if you want to go inside you can do so. Hop,"
and the young deadshot turned to the door.
'
"Whattee wantee. Misler Wild?" and the
Chinaman quickly appeared.
"Just bring this fellow's gun out. I believe it
is lying on the floor vet."
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Nobody wantee
touchee um gun when you knockee flom um bad
Melican man's hand."
Hop quickly got the revolver and came outside
with it. He walked deliberately to the defeated
cowboy, who took it with something like a growl
on his lips, and promptly dropped it into the
holster. Just then the girls were seen coming out
of the store.
"Joe,'' the young deadshot said, as he hurriedly
went inside the saloon. "I reckon you had better
at all hands. Just tell me how much it is. I
don't care for anything just now."
Joe, who was not a Mexican, even though he
went by such a nickname, promptly figured up
the amount, and Wild gave him a five-dollar goldpiece apd told him to keep the change. Then ·_he
turned to his partners, and Hoss Thompson said:

i

"Come on, we'll go straight to Buckhorn. I
am a little anxious to· get there. What happene,
· just now didn't amount to anything worth while.'"
He turned and went out, the rest following
him, and then Hop With quickly slipped to the
bar and whispered something to the proprietor,
who gave a nod and then handed him a quart
bottle that was filled with some sort of liquid.
Of course it was whislty, or tanglefoot, as HoJ
always called it, and wnen he had dropped it int,
a capacious pocket that was on the inside of his loose-fitting coat, the Chinaman leisurely walkecl
out.
The four cowboys had riot yet gone back inti:
the saloon. ..But the young deadshot paid no attention to them, and . went directly to where the
girls were waiting with the horses. Charlie .an,
Jim kept their eyes upon t}lem, however, for
they were not sure that they might not try to doi
something. But if they had any such intentions,,
they thought better of it, and entered the saloon.
Young Wild West quickly mounted his sorra
stallion Spitfire, and the rest were not long i•
getting upon the backs of their horses. The•
they rode down the dusty street, those who had
gathered about to welcome them joining in a ringing cheer.
Probably they should have stopped to shalu!
hands and pass a word or two with some of tha
residents of Short Creek. But they would be
ba-ek again in a day or two. so they let 'it go at
that. Over the q_usty road they made their way.
and it was not long before the shining water of
the· Rio Grande came to their view. There wa,
quite a patch of woods lying between Short Creek
and the river, and once this was passed they continued on very close to the bank.
Buckhorn
Ranch was quite an extensive piece of property.
The house and other buildings lay close to th1
stream, and there was a sort of grove of som11
tropical trees about the former.
No doubt it would have been called a verr
pretty place by a tourist or a stranger who happened to drop down that way. Our. friends hail.
often declared that it was about the coolest plaC!to be found in all Texas. and that was worth .a
whole lot, for it was generally pretty hot there.
especially in July, and that was the month now.
Young Wild West and his companions had spent
the Fou1·th of July at El Paso, stopping at .a hotel, and the · day following they had set out for ·
Buckhorn Ranch, arriving · at Short Creek the
middle of the forenoon on the second day. The1
knew it did not pay to hurry a great deal in suclt
a climate, and so had taken it rather easy. Now
they expected to eat the noonday meal at Buckhorn Ranch, and Hoss Thompson declared that
even though Stella, his wife, was not expecting
company, it would not take her long to put something on the table that would be worth eating.
"She's the greatest woman that ever lived foz
gittin' grub ready in a hu-rry." he said, as the.,were nearing the ranch. "Maybe she might make .
you wait a'n hour or so. She's got a new dish i•
the way of omelet, an' as there's a hundred or SD
fresh eggs right in the house at this very minute, it won't take her long to fix it up."
"Omelet's good enough . for me, I reckon,
Cheyenne Charlie answered, and then he pattei
his stomach as if he thought a whole lot of it. ·
When they were yet a quarter of a m'ile from
the house, which could be seen half hidde 1 amo111
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the trees, a female figure suddenly came running
from it, waving a r ed-and-white checked apron
as if she was signalling for help. But such ' was
not the case. It was Stella Thompson, the wife
· of the manager of the :r:anch, and she had recognized Young Wild West and his friends.
·
Arietta, without saying a word, urged her
· c'ream-white broncho to a ·s wift gallop, · and darted ahead of the rest, showing 'that she wanted
to be the first to meet her old friend Stella.
The rest rode up, and then ·for the next five
minutes the air rang with the music of feminine
voices.
CHAPTER' III-Hoss Thompson · Relates ·
a Story.
Half an hour after their arrival at Buckhorn
ltanch Young Wild West and his partners were
· sitting on the bank that overlooked the sluggish
river with Hoss Thompson, taking it very easy.
It had not taken them very long to "wash up"
and change their clothing, and now they appeared to be as much refreshed as if they had not
_covered nearly twenty-five miles on horseback
that morning. Stella had promised that if they
would wait just one hour she would have something extra for dinner. Of course they would
have been willing to take anything that was
handy, but Wild and his partners well knew that
the wife of Hoss Thompson was a very determined woman. She was one of the sort who
usually has her own way about tliings, and when
it came to preparing an excellent meal, Hoss
often said that there was· not a woman in all
Texas who could compare with her, much less
equal her in that respect.
"It won't hurt us one bit if we wait a couple
of hours for dinner, boys," the young deadshot
said, nodding to his partners. "Those trees afford an excellent shade. I really think Buck.home seems to be a more beautiful spot that
it did when I first came here. Hoss is certainly
keeping things in fine shape."
'fhe manager smiled proudly when he heard
this. He was an easy-going man, not very aggressive, but always ready to be on the defensive
.if it became necessary. While he might have
put up with much ·more than many a mah holding such a position would have done, he had
proved true, and the result was that considerable
money had been made since the young deadshot
came into possession of the ranch. He began
telling the boys and the ,scout about the general
condition of thi:r;igs, and finally the conversation
turned upon the rustlers.
.,,_
"I believe you said that seven or eight cattle
had been stolen in the past month, Hoss," Wild
observed, as he looked at him.
"That's right, Wild. It's altogether too many,
I know. But as I told you ov.e r at the Creek,
there's others what's lost a whole lot more than
that."
"You have no idea as to who the rustlers are,
have you?"
"Nothin' more than what I said. There's some
· strangers in these parts."
Hoss shrugged his shoulders as he said this.
"Do you mean those fellows I had the trouble
with?"
· "I can't say exactly as to that, Wild. But I

don't like that bunch, an' none of the boys does,
either. Lacey an' Sport an' Dover an' Luke,
as they're called, is most likelr, a putty bad lot.
They've got a foreman with em what's named
Pick Jarvis, which Joe told you, I reckon. Pick
is a mighty peculiar man. He's got a hatchet
face an' mighty small eyes that look like beads,
especially when he's a little mad. I've heard say
that he won't stop at nothin', an' that he would
jest as leave shoot a man as he would to kill
a rattler. Now, mind you, I ain't sayin' that he's
got anything to do with the stealin' of the cattle around here. But I don't like him, an' ntbody else seems to like him, either. Then there's
another feller what's took up the old shanty that
lays in the gully right . next to the right side
of our range. He's ' built on it an' got it in putty
good shape, an' he lives there with his wife an'
daughter. This daughter is a mighty fine-lookin'
gal, almost as good-lookin' as your gals, but of
course she can't come up to them."
Hoss raised his head in a way that told plainly
that to his mind such a thing WO'\lld be imposi,ible.
"Yes, .go on. What about the man who has
taken possession of the old shanty in the gully?"
"Well, he's a queer sort of feller. Seems to
mind his own business a whole lot, though if
you ask him a question wh.en you meet him, it's
jest as like as not that he'll tell you to go to
1
thunder, or somethin' like that."
"What is this fellow's name, Hoss?" ·
"Ben James is what they call him. His daughter's name is Nettie, an' as I said afore, she'S"
a mighty fine-lookin' gar. I'll tell you a little
more than that, too," and a smile broke over
his face. "You knpw the new foreman we got
jest afore you was here last?'·
"Richards, you mean?"
"Yes, Richards. He's a fine man. Right up-todate in everything. Honest as the day is long,
only he used to drink an' gamble quite a little."
"I see. Go on, Hoss."
. ,
"Well, he don't do much of that any more.
'cause he's gone an' got in love with Nettie
James."
"In love with the old fellow's daughter, eh?"
"Yes, that's as sure as anything." ·
"Does she happen to be in lov:e with him?"
"I reckon so. I was out on the range the· other
night at . dusk, an' I wasn't far away from the
gully. I happened to look that way, an' I seen
Richards an' the gal standin' there under a tree
with their two horses nibblin' at the grass. By
the way both of 'em acted I reckon it's what
you might call mutual. That's the word, ain't
it, Charlie?"
"I don't know whether it is or 'not," the scout
retorted, shaking his head doubting1y. "What's
it s'posed to mean?"
"Accordin' to what Stella said when she was
readin' a story in a book, mutual is all right.
She allowed that it must mean that what one
was agreed on the other was, too. That's mutual."
"Right you are, Hoss," Jim Dart spoke up,
laughingly. "But go ahead with your story.1' -<
"There ain't nothi n' more to tell to the story,
as I know of."
"Yes, there is," Wild said, looking at him
sharply. "You mentioned the man who took possession of the shanty in the gully while we were
talking about the rustlers."
(
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"Oh, yes. I believe I did, Wild. Why I come
Reaching it, he looked about as if he thought
to do that was 'cause Ben James has got a few someone might be spying upon him, for no doubt
cattle, an' he keeps sellin' 'em all the time an' he felt that it was no one's business if he chose
gettin' more."
to meet the young and pretty girl who had prom"Something suspicious about it, .eh?"
- ised to beeome his bride. Seeing nothing but
"Sorter seems that way, don't it?"
the cattle grazing or standing lazily in the shade
"If no one knows where he gets the cattle so of the trees that ran along the gully for a mile •
_h e can sell them, I suppose you could call it sus- op- more, he rode on down a short hill and then
picious, Hoss."
permitted his horse to walk along until he finally
"That's jest it, Wild. I ain't goin' to say, came to the tree which was the place where
he ·
though, that I even think Ben James has been usually met Nettie James. She was not there
rustlin' any of our cattle. But them strangers now, and after looking at his watch and firiding
. an' him is about the only ones I could think of that it was more than fifteen minutes later than
" as might be guilty of doin' -t he stealin'."
the time she had promised to be there, the fore"You may be wrong and you may be dead man looked ab~ut anxiously as he brought
his
right, Hoss," Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed. "But horse to a halt. He finally dismounted and
don't worry nothin' about it, 'cause Wild will throwing the bridle-rein over the broncho's head,
find out mighty quick who the rustlers is. Jest permitted him to go at will, though of
leave it to him, an' it will be settled in a couple the animal would not go very far whencourse,
there
of days, an' I know it."
was so much luxuriant grass on the spot.
Wild suggested that they take a w.alk over to
The foreman sat down under the tree, and
the bunkhouse and see some of the cowboys. after mopping his brow with the big red cotton
This they did and were in the midst of conver- handkerchief he carried with him,
adjusted
sation with the boys when the dinner-bell rang, the handkerchief that was tied in a he
at his
and Wild and the others started for the house. throat, and then lighted a cigarette. knot
He had not
Hoss remained long envugh to give some instruc- been smoking more than two or three
minutes
tions to the cowboys, and then followed. When when he heard footsteps close at hand. Instantly
they entered.the cool dining-room of the ranch- the cowboy foreman was upon his feet. The
house, they found the girls waiting for them. bushes parted a little to his left, and then a very
Charlie was there, too, and the moment Wild, pretty girl attired in the fashion of the girl!! of
Jim and Hoss came in, Anna broke into a laugh. that eection of the country appeared. Her
"What was the matter out there, Wild?" she lighted up when she saw her lover waiting, face
but
asked.
as she ran to him her expression changed to one,
"Oh, Charlie and Hop did a circus act, that's of extreme seriousness.
all."
"Oh Henry!" she exclaimed, nervously ano2
"He has told us a little about. it, and though- then she looked over her shoulder as if she feared
he hasn't said !!O, I believ.e he got the worst of some one had followed her. "My father is very
it this time."
angry about you."
"This time!" Arietta spoke up, as if she was.
"How is that;' Nettie?" Richards asked, as ha
much surprised. "Why, I never s~w_him get ~he· put his arm about her and endeavored
to soothe
best of it yet when he had anythmg to do with her.
"He seems to fear that you mean to harm him
H~~:ver mind," Charlie called out, smiling in
some way. I can't -u nderstand it, I'm sure. My
a sheepish way. "We'll forgit about that little in
is a very peculiar man. Mother is anxious
business with the bag of meal. I'm mighty hun- father
for him to leave this spot and go to some place
gry, an' I s'pose the rest of you are."
far away. But he says he can't yet. It seems,
"Set right down and eat," Stella called out, Henry,"__..and
she shook her head, "that something
as she came bustling in with a big platter of is
keeping him here against his will. I wish you
fried chicken.
,.
endeavor to find out what it is."
It is needless · to say that they obeyed, and as woulddon't
know how I could do that, Nettie," and
was always the case, the dinner they had at the"I foreman
shook his head and became very
Buckhorn Ranch was al-I that could be wished grave. "I
know your father is a peculiar man.
for.
He don't seem to like me. But what did he say
about me, anyhow?"
CHAPTER IV-At the Trysting Place.
"I told mother that we were engaged, and that
in a short time we were going to marry. She,
Richards, whose first name was Henry, mount- of course, had to tell father," and the girl hung
ed his horse and rode away right after he had her head blushingly.
eaten the noonday meal with the cowboys who · "Yes, I see. He's opposed to it, of course."
happened to be at the mess-house. The fact was
"Yes, very much so. He says emphati<;,11lly
the foreman had an appointment with his sweet- I can't become your wife, and, Henry," and"that
she
heart that afternoon, and even though he knew became more serious than ever, "he told me this
Young Wild West might want to talk further morning that if he ever caught us together again
with him about the 11lstlers, he felt that he could he would shoot you."
hardly disappoint her. The trysting place was
"Is that so? I'm sorry for that. ·B ut
in the gully about two hundred yards from the mind, little sweetheart. I'm goin' to takenever
the
log shanty where Ben James resided with his chances. If it's as bad as all that, I think the
wife and daughter. Richards rode leisurely over best thing we kin do is to elope. We
ride
the grassy stretch until he got out of sight of over to Short Creek, an' the parson will kin
soon tie
the buildings belonging to the ranch. Then he the knot."
.
·
put his horse to a faster pace, and rapidly neared · The girl ghook he1· head and then burst inf4
the .gully.
tears..
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"Somet hihg awful would happen if we were
"Nettie ," he said, · again turning to the girl,
to do that, Henry," she sobbed. "You don't know "you
go home to your mother ."
·
how despera te my father is at times."
A glance from her lover told the girl that she
"But you have promise d to be my wife, an' it had
better obey, so rather relucta ntly she turned
can't be changed ," declared ·the young man, earnestly. "I'll see your father an' talk '.it over with into the bushes and disappe ared. The father lishim. I don't care how much he's opposed to our tened until he was sure that she had gone on,
then turning to Richard s suddenl y, he said:
marriag e. I'll force him to listen to me whethe r and
"Now then, I'll listen to what you have to say.
he wants to or not."
Il'ut don't think for a minute that it's goin' to
"You will, eh?" came gruffly from the bushes do
one bit of good. You can't have Nettie, an'
the girl had appeare d from a short time before. that
settles it."
The lovers turned, starting violentl y. Then a
"Set down," was the calm retort. "You're exbearded , rough-l ooking man stepped before them. cited
He was scowlin g fiercely, and a long-ba rreled talk over somethi n', Ben. Jest set down an' we'll 1
it over. Now then, Nettie tells me that her
Colt's revolve r was in his hand. Nettie James
is anxious to have you leave this place
'gave a scream and tore herself from her lover. mother
an' that you seem to be afraid to go, even though
"Fathe r!" she cried.
wanted to."
But the man ignored her entirely , and stepped you
"She told you that!" And the man's eyes blazed
as stealthi ly as a cat toward the foreman .
with anger.
"Ben James," Richard s said, trying to be as
"Don't git excited now. She told me that, of
cool as possible, "I don't know why you're down
on me. I never did a thing to you in my life an' course. Why shouldn 't she? She loves me an'
I'm sure I never would, no matter what cause I has promise d to be my wife, an' it ain't strange
that she should confide in me, especia lly when
had."
"What' s that you say?" cried the man, savage- s'?me~hin' happen s to C<?me between us. Now you
ly, at the same time giving a start as though he kin git as mad as you hke, Ben James, but it will
did not quite underst and the meanin g of the do you no good in this case. I'm goin' to marry
Nettie, an' much soo}ler than we had intende d
young man's words.
"I said that I didn't know why you should be at first. You kin rave about it if ~ou1a nt to
down on me. I never did a thing to you in my but you can't change our plans one bit, I knoV:
very well that you'll not lift a hand to your
life, as I know of, an' I never will."
"Never will, eh? I know better than that, daughte r, an' also that you won't shoot me."
"You're the funnies t feller I ever met," declare d
Richard s. Now see here, I made up my mind if I
caught you an' Nettie toiethe r that I would shoot James, as he stepped back in amazem ent. "You
you. But I'll let up a httle on that. ·I won't do think I'm nothin' but a big bluffer, then?"
"I ain't said anythin g like that. I know you
it. But I'm goin' to tell you this much," and he
shook his finger warning ly, "if I ever I ltetch have got some reason for actin' in this way. Now
you even speakin ' to my daughte r ag'in I'll fill then, be honest about it an' tell me what it is."
"Richar ds, I believe you're fair an' square, but
you so full of lead that you'll never git a foot
away from the spot I find you at. Now then, you you can't have my daughte r, an' that settles it."
go you:r: way. Nettie, you go home to your moth"Yes, Lkin. I'm goin' to have her. Now set
down, will you?"
er, where you belong. "
/
He turned to the girl as the last words came
Ben James hesitate d for a momen t, and then
from his lips, but instead of obeying she took an he sat down at the root of th~big tree
they were
involun tary step toward him.
- standin g under.
.
"Fathe r!" she cried, pleadjn gly, "you are terri"Go ahead an' say what you have got to say,"
bly mistake n in thinkin g that Henry Richard s is he remarke d. "It ain't goin' to do you no
good,
not a fair and square young man."
but I'll listen to you, anyhow ."
"I ain't sayin' that he ain't fair an' square.
"All right," was the reply, as the forema n
Maybe he's too fair an' square, for that matter. sat down before him. "I'll tell you
what I've got
You do as I tell you, or there'll be trouble. It's to say very quickly . In
the
place, I want to
been a long time since I raised a hand to you, but know why you've taken such first
a dislike to me."
I promise you if you don't do as I tell you I'll
"I don't know -a s I've taken a dislike to you
give you the worst lickin' you ever had in your more than I have to any one
else in these parts.
life."
You're the forema n of Bu·c khorn Ranch."
- "Hold on, Ben!" the cowboy foreman said, per"Yes, I know.
But no one workin' on the
suasive ly, and he actually reached over and took Buckho rn has ever done anythin
g to you, have
the angry man by the arm. "You wouldn 't strike they?"
your olWn daughte r, an' you know it. You're aw"No, of course not. But that ain't sayin' they
ful mad about somethi n', an' your feelin's have won't
do someth in' to me."
got the best of you. Now jest cool down a bit.
"What do yo~ mean by that? You're an honest
We'll talk this thing over."
man, ain't you, Ben James? "
"Let go of me!" and James suddenl y pressed
came the quick reply, "I ain't. I couldn' t
the muzzle of his revolve r squarel y against the be "No!"
if I wanted to, as long as Pick Jarvis' has me
young man's· stomach .
in his power."
"I'm not afraid of you shootin ' me, Ben. You
Then as if he were angered at what he had
kin make all the threats you like, but you know said,
James leaped to his feet and pulled his gun. ,
you wouldn 't shoot me without good cause."
"Set down!" comman ded Richard s. "I'm beginThe unexpec ted coolness shown by Richard s nin'
to underst and you. Never mind about Pick
stagger ed the old man. Slowly he drew back the Jarvis.
take it that he's a scoundr el. I've though t
revolve r, and then he permit1ied it to drop back that forI some
little time. He has got away with.
into the holster that hung from his belt.
some of our cattle, an' I know it."
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"Pick Jarvis never stole a steer from any"See here, Ben," and the foreman's face broke
body."
into a smile, "you ain't
"Maybe not. But some one stole 'em for him." like that, are you?" . fearin' him for anything
"Eh what's that?"
"Of course I am. Ain't
enough to make me
"I s~y that maybe Pick Jarvis didn't steal the fear him? S'pose he :was toit tell
about that holdcattle, but that some one stole 'em for him."
up? I'd be yanked back to Santa Fe in no time,
The face of· Ben James paled slightly, and his an' then I'd be put behind
the bars."
lips trembled.
"Yes, but don't you think he would be ·put be"Richards, " he said hoarsely, "you ain't think- hind the bars, too?"
in' that I stole any of your cattle, are you?"
"Not if he turned what he calls state's evidence,
"Since you have asked me the (luestion, I don't he says."
'Jl'lind tellin.., you that Hoss Thompson spoke the
"Don't you believe anything like that. ~en,
other day as if he thought it might be you what he'll never tell about
hold-up. He's ~st
was takin' a hand in the game. ,But that's all makin' the threat so hethat
kin use you as his tool.
right, Ben. Don't thi_nk for a_ minute that_ I'd Now if you'll jest do as I say,
thing will be
git the father of the girl I'm gomg to marry mto fixed up in a jiffy. You have this
heard of Young
trouble."
.
Wild West, ain't you?"
The manner of the old man changed wonder"Yes, I heard Pick J arv:is
about him quite
fully. He dropped upon his knees and, covei:ing a few times. He says he's talk
only a kid, an' that
his face with his hands, sobbed like a child.
he owns Buckhorn Ranch."
"It ain't my fault, it ain't my fault," he said,
"That's right. He's only
kid, an' he owns
without looking up. "Jest 'cause I done some- Blfckhorn Ranch. But say, aBen,
he's got more
thin' that wasn't right once in my life, I've got brains than fourteen men put together,
an' he
to be a thief or else be sent to jail. I tell you, kin lick fourteen men, too, whether it's
Richards, I did help a little in stealin' seven1steer s or with his fists. Now then, I'm goin'with guns
from your range. Now then, I'll take you !tt your him over here an' introduce him to you."to fetch
_
word. You said you wouldn't do nothin' that
"But you said you
t~ll no one about
would harm the father of the gal you're goin' to this," the old man saidwouldn't
in a frightened way."
arey."
"I don't mean to tell any one. I'm going to
"Give me your hand, Ben James!" exclaimed bring Young Wild West-over,
an' I reckon after
the foreman, fervently.
he's had a little talk with you, you'll tell him jest
Slowly the old man arose to his feet. He saw what you have been tellin'
me."
'
the extended hand of Richards, and reached out
"Better not fetch him here, 'cause he .would
almost blindly for it. Their hands clasped, and have me lynched in no time."
then a short space of silence followed. Richards
The foreman laughed.
,was the first to speak.
"Don't you believe
like that. Young
"Ben James," he said, in a veey low tone of Wild West ain't that nothin'
sort of a boy. He's been
voice,• "I. promise you that Illl never breathe a known to stop a lynchin', but
never to assist in
word of what you have told me. But you have one. Now then, Ben, we'll shake
hands ag'in.
got to promise me one thing.
What has passed between
will be a secret. I
"You want ·me to promise to let you have promise you that I'll neverustell
Nettie, even. If
Nettie."
•
you want to tell Young Wild West about it, well
"Yes, of course, but I didn't mean that."
an' good. I really think it would be the best
"What do you mean, then?"
thing you could do, for he surely will protect you
"I want you to promise me that you'll never from any harm that Pick Jarvis might
be able
~ l another steer or assist any one in <loin' it." to do you."
James showed great emotion then. He sud"All right, Richards. You kin bring Young
denly raised his chin a little higher and, with Wild West over if you like. I've jest about
made
flashing eyes, exclaimed:
up my mind to let things go
they will. If I'm
· "I promise you! I don't care what Pick Jarvis to be sent to jail, all right. Itasmight
well come
does. I've thought of goin' ag'in him quite a first as last. I don't want to be a ascattle
thief
number of times, but now I've made up my mind 'any longer."
to do it, an' I'm goin' to stick to it."
Slowly he turned and walked through the j?U}ly
"I'm not goin' to ask you why it is that Pick toward the log shanty that lay a couple
of hunJarv:is has sich a power over you, Bern You ad- dred yards away. Henry Richards
there
mitted that you did somethin' wrong once in your • with knitted brows. He was thinking stood
hard, when
life."
suddenly he heard a light footstep close to him.
"Yes. I helped -make a hold-up on the old San- Looking up he saw his sweetheart coming
toward
ta Fe trail years ago. Pick Jarvis was with me, him, her face very
pale.
an' if it hadn't been for him I wouldn't have done
"Henry," she said, in a whisper, "I heard it
it. But I didn't have a dollar to my name an' all."
was half starved at the time, so he coaxed me
The foreman opened his arms, and the next
into it. We made a putty good haul, and divided minute she was sobbing on his
breast.
•
what we got. Then we drifted apart. But luck
would have it that we had to meet ag'in,' an'
then he brought me here an' made me fix up the
old shanty so he cpuld use. me as his tool. He~s
CHAPTER V.-What Happened in the Bunk
got me roped in the rusthn' game, and you km
House.
· let on it. They've been doin' a lot of it, too, an'
I've been helpin'- 'em. · But I'm done now. He
It was about the middle of the afternoon when
tin go ahead an' teU about me helpin' him make . Young Wild West and his two partners mounted
the hold-up that time. I'll take the consequenc es." their horses to accompany Thompson on a rid,a
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over part of the big cattJe range. It was but natural that the manager shoulck.}yant them to take
a look at the cattle, and though it would probably not prove very interesting to them, they felt
duty bound to accept his invitation. Only two
cowboys were off duty just then, and they were
taking it easy in the bunk-house. Our fr.iends
had not been gone more than five minutes when
Hop Wah, who had been waiting for them to·
leave, appeared behind the ranch house and walked leisurely toward the river bank. He knew
exactly what he was going there for. Mike, a
lazy peon who had become a sort of fixture at the
ranch, having nothing else to do, was fishing, in
the hope of catching something. While he must
have known that the clever Chinee was there, he
had not shown himself, even when the noonday
meal was served in the kitchen, where the two
Chinamen sat down to eat.
Hop had no difficulty in finding out where
Mike was, for the latter's wife worked as a cook
and g eneral helper at the ranch house, and she
explained that there had been a little . difficulty
.between her and her lazy husband on account of
money matters. That was why the greaser had
not showed up to get his dinner. But it is safe
to say that Mi~ got all he wanted to eat, for
he was about as sly a s he was lazy, and he knew
just where to look for eatables. Hop spotted
him quickly enough and, walked noiselessly toward him. Mike's fishing-pole was resting lightly over his knee, and he was leaning back a gainst
the bank apparently half asleep. A br oad grin
showed upon Hop's fac e when he noted this.
"We. havee wakee Mikee uppee, so be," he
thought. "He velly milchee ,tire'd."
He crept up a little closer, and just then Mike
let the pole drop from his hand, while his head
fell over, and he began to snore. There was no
question about it, he was sound asleep. Hop
changed his mind about awakening him just then
when he realized this much. After waiting a moment to make sure 1that the peon was not going to
wake right up, he crept up and, taking the pole,
pulled in the line. There was bait upon the hook,
but evidently no fish had been close enough to
smell or see it. · Hop decided that the greaser
ought to catch something, so he thought for a
moment, and then his hand dove into one of the
:pockets that were--on the inside of his loose-fi,tting
jacket, and out came what seemed to be a live
rattlesnake. But it was only a rubber imitation
which the Chinaman had possessed for a long
time. He had fashioned it himself from a strip
of rubber and was clever enough to paint it i;o
represent almost the exact colors of the reptil!:! it
resembled.
The Chinaman was not going to run the risk
of losing his rubber snake, so he carefully tied
It upon the end of the line so it appeared to
have swallowed the, hook. Then he let the snake
. down into the water and waited until the tide
dre}'I' the line out taut. This done, he picked up
the pole and, creeping behind the sleeping greaser, he held it over him and, after waiting for
!l moment, let it drop so it· struck him on the
knees. Mike awoke with a start and, naturally
he thought he had a bite and the pole had been
pulled from his hand. Hop lay flat upon the
p;rounrl, partly concealed by a huge tuft of grass:
The greaser was upon his feet in a twinkling,
and then as he gave . a slight pull upon his line

he thought surely he had a fish on the hook.
His pole moved backward, and out of the water
came the wriggling, rubber snake. It landed
right at the feet of the Mexican, and the instant
he saw what it was he let out a yell, dropped·
the pole, and then jumped backward, falling over
the Chinaman. ·
' 1Hip hi! He, he, he! Ho, ho, ho!" came from
Hop, a s he quickly got upon his feet. "Whattee
mattee, Misler Mikee? You velly muchee ':flaid,
so be. Wl:i.attee you catchee?"
- ·
"Senor Hop!" cried the Mexican, as he slowly
arose and looked at the China man angrily.
"Lat velly muchee light, Misler Mikee. Me
Senor Hop, allee light. Me velly smartee Chinee.
Whattee you gottee?"
·
M:ike had seen the rubber rattler many times
before, so he, of course, knew that a joke had
been played upon him.
"You verra much a-smart, Hop," he said
frowningly. "What you try to do, make jun
with me?"
.
"Whatttee you go to sleep for, Mike?"
"Me vena tired."
"Lat al!ee light. You no gittee mad. We- velly
goodee fliends. Shakee hands, Mikee."
The greaser relented right away, and the two
shook hands.
"Misler Mikee," Hop said, as he untied the
snake from .t he hook and put it away, "whattee
ma ttee with you wifee?"
"She no good,.." Mike declared, his brow darkening. "Want to take all my money." ·
"You gottee plenty money?"
"Me got sixteen or seventeen dollar. Hop, me
play poker v
a well now. Beat da cowboys
plenty."
"Me velly glad to hear lat, Mikee. Y-ou velly
smarttee gleaser, so be. Me show you how to ~
play dlaw pokee."
"Dat right, Hop. You show me verra much.
Maybe we play poker n ow." •
He looked over toward the bunkhouse as he
said this.
"Cowboys Jere ?" H op a sked.
"Maybe. Da boss .go away, and take de senors .._
with him. Me see dat."
"Me see lem go, too, so be. Alie light, Mikee.
You no ketchee flish today. We go to um bunkhouse ·and play dlaw pokee."
Mike nodded and quickly gathered up his fishing-tackle. After he had put it away in some
hiding-place so no one would disturb it, he joined
the Chinaman, and the two walked leisurely to
the bunkhouse. .
~ The two cowboys who had nothing to do just
- then were sitting in the shade of a tree not far
from the building. They were· not talking, for
it seemed that both were sleepy. But when they
s aw Hop and the greaser approaching, they became very much awake, for both knew the clever
Chinee very well, and it was easy for them to
guess what was up. It happened that they were
eager to get a chance at Mike again, for he had
taken a little money from them only the day
before. While they know that Hop was a cheat and each time they had played with him they,
had declared that it would be the last, they
seemed to forget all about it now, and we~
ready and eager •to get into a game.
"Velly nicee day, so be," Hop remarked, as
he stepped up and made a low bow.
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The two men grinned.
.
"Here ag'in eh, Hop?" one of them said.
"Lat light. 'Me comee velly often, so be."
"Not so very often, either. It's been two or
three months since you hit this part of the
country."
"Maybe four months, so be."
J'I reckon it must be," the other man remark~d
thoughtfully. "But say, Hop, Cheyenne C~arl:i.e
sartinly used you mighty rough afore dmner,
didn't he?"
.
.
"Lat allee light. Me gittee squar,e with M1sler
Charlie so be. Me hittee him with my head and
len ch1.{ckee meal at him, so be."
.
"You did sorter git square," the other said,
with a laugh. "Maybe he'll let you alone after
this,"
.
"Me no care something 'boutee Misler Charlie
now " the Chinaman said, shaking his head. "You
go~e some tar.glefoot?"
"Not a drop Qn the place as I know of, unless
Hoss has got it in the house."
"Lat allee light. Me gottee allee samee plenty.
We havee lillee dlink."
The Chinaman promptly turned toward ~he
shack that was called the bun1c?ous~, and M!ke
and the two cowboys lost no tune m following
him. All four entered, and then Hop promptly
led out a table that was at one corner of
the room and amply large enough for them to
sit about it. The fact was this table. was kept
there mainly for the purpose of playing car~s.
The cowboys when in from the ran:ge_ ate m
what ·w as called the mess-house, a. buildmg that
adjoined the one they were now m.
"Run an' git a couple of cups, Jack," one of
the men said, as he nodded to the other..
"All right" was the reJ)ly, and two mm~tes
later he ret~ed with four tin cups that wer,e
used by the cowboys for coffee and tea when
they were at their meals. Hop nodded approvingly, and then he produced the quart. bottle of
whisky he had purchase~ from ~ex1can Joe.
Sometimes he was very liberal, while a _others
very mean. But just now he was not ~~ng to
-111\ay a mean trick on them. He was w1llmg to
Yet them have a good share of what the bottle
contained, for he felt that he co:uld well afford
to do so since he expected to win what money
they had to lose. In spite of the fact that they
always lo::t when they played cards with the
Chinaman, Mike and the two cowboys were eager
to play with him now. Mike, however, was continually practicing at cheatingl for he knew very
well that it was by that means that Hop was
always a winner. Yet he had I?evei: been able
to detect him when he was domg 1t. It was
about the same with the cowboys, though they
did not know the clever Chinee nearly as well
as did the greaser.
"If we're goin' to :play a little game it's got
to be ten-cent ante an a quarter limit," the man
called Tom declared.
"An' I'll furnish the pack of cards that we
way with," the other spoke up quickly. "We
1Im't goin' to let Hop have the chance to use
cards from different packs. I reckon he ain't
got no cards with backs on 'em like these."
He produced the pack he alluded tQ, and when
Hop looked at it he knew the man was right
In what he said, for the backs of the cards were
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rather odd and not at all like anything he had
in his possession.
.
.
"You thinkee me cheatee?" he said, as if he
felt hurt.
"Ain't thinkin' nothin' about it, Hop," was
the reply. "We know blamed well that you kin
cheat the eyes out of our heads. But if you do
it this time it's got to be done with the cards
that's in this here pack."
"You ketchee me cheatee and you shootee me!"
the Chinaman exclaimed, as he lifted his eyes
toward the ceiling and posed dramatically.
"You say dat verra nice, Hop," sneered Mike.
"You know verra well we no catch you cheat.
You too smart for dat."
"Me velly smartee Chinee, Mikee."
.
"Me know a-dat. Now we play. Ten°cent da
ante, and twenty-five da limit. Make a verra nice
gam.e ."
"Lat allee light. Me play whattee you say.
Me no wantee win you money. I Me allee samee
likee um fun."
"I reckon we had better have a little of that
tanglefoot afore we begin," Jack ventured.
"Lat light," and as if he had just thought of
it, Hop picked up the bottle, and then ranging the
four cups in a row, poured some of the liquor
into each. Having done this he put the cork back
in the bottle and caused it to disappear somewhere under his jacket. Then he lifted one of
the cups on a line with his lips, and said:
"Velly goodee luckee to evelybody."
"Verra good whisky," Mike declared, stroking
his stomach affectionately. "Me afraid Hop play
da trick."
"No, Mikee," the Chinaman ldeclared, shaking
his head. "Me likee you v.elly muchee, and me
no play tlick on you." ·
•
They took their places about the table, and
the cowboy who owned the pack of cards began
shuffling them.
"You all gottee velly muchee money?" Hop
inouired.
«r reckon we don"'t need an awful lot of money
to play a game like this one," Jac,k retorted.
"Den't think that you're goin' to make a mighty
big haul, 'cause I won't let you raise the ante
while the game is goin' on. I'll drop out afore
that kin happen."
"Me no wantee laise um ante. Me wantee play
for fun; passee timee 'way."
"All right. See that you stick to that."
The cards were pljlced upon the table, and
then Hop picked them up and proceeded to count
them. Finding that there were fifty-two ther.e,
he gave a nod of satisfaction and then gave
a rip which was followed by the ordinary shuffle.
"Cuttee for dealee," he said, as he turned to
the greaser. "Mikee, me bettee you fivee dollee
me cuttee um ace of clubs."
"Me no bet, Hop. You t'ink me a fool."
"Alie light, no bettee, len. Me cuttee um ace
of diamonds."
Then, sure enough, the Chinaman divided the
cards, and turning over those he rais.ed from
the pack, the ace of diamonds _w as disclosed.
"Tom," Jack said, looking at his partner, "I,
reckon it don't make no difference whose cards
they are. That heathen is a regular fiend. I
s'pose he would have been willin' to bet a heav,
of moner, that he could cut any card he named. '
"Thats all right," Tom answered, with a
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shrug of the sho.u lders. "We know he's a sleightof-hand feller. But that don't say that he kin
win every hand at poker. We're playin' the
regular old-fashioned game, with no straight
countin'. Four of a kind, a full hand, three of
a kind, two pair ai,' a pair is the cards what
counts in this here game."
"Lat allee light," Hop spoke up. "Flushee
countee, too."
"Yes, that's right, a flush counts. But no
straights. Anyone ho1din' four aces is dead sure
to win the pot."
They all nodded to this, and then when the
other had cut, permitting Hop to win the deal,
Mike, who sat on his right, placed a dime on
the table.
"I'll make it twenty cents," Jack remarked,
with a grin.
"All right," nodded Tom, "I'll make it thirty."
Hop smiled blandly, and after permitti!'lg the
cards to be cut by Jack, who was on his left,
he dealt them around one at a time in the usual
way. All three of his opponents had been ~atching him closely and they had failed to see him
handle the cards in any other way but the
proper one. Yet when they looked at their hands
each one of them must have been suspicious, for
the fact was that the Chinaman had really arranged the cards so each of them would have
four of a kind cold. Mike had four kings when
he looked at his cards, Jack had four queens,
and Tom possessed four jacks. , But, of course,
neither knew what the other held. It was but
natul'al that the Chinaman should deal himself
the four aces, for certainly if he could give
the others the cards he desired to he could take
those he wanted himself.
"How many cards you wan tee, Mikee ?" he
asked, smiling sweetly at the greaser.
"You try to do something verra funny, Hop?"
came the query.
"Whattee mattee?" ·and the Chinaman looked
as innocent as a babe.
"Never mind. Give me one card."
"Allee light," and Hop did so.
Mike did not need to draw at all, since he
held four of a kind, but like the majority of
poker players, he did it so as to not give away
the strength of his hand. Jack took one also,
and so did Tom. Then Hop looked his cards over
thoughtfully and decided to .draw one, too.
"Evelybody gottee .two pair, so be," he remarked blandly. "Maybe somebody gittee full
hand."
The greaser and Tom had come in on the
raise, and as Hop had put up the necessary thirty cents, the regular betting was now in order.
Mike started off with the limit.
.
"A quarter more than you!" Jack exclaimed.
·'A,~' a quarter more than you," came from
Tom, promptly.
"Me makee twenty-fivee cent more, so be,"
the Chinama!l observed, smiling sweetly.
Thev all looked at him then, for it seemed
that they felt that there ·was really no use in
betting.
"Hop, me call you," Mike said, after a short
silence.
"I'll chuck in another quarter, though I s'pose
it won't do me any good," came from J a:ck.
"All right; I'm in on the call, too, then," came
from Tom, and the money was put in the pile.

"Me gotte~ four lillee aces," the clever Chinee
said, as he laid his hand upon the board and
scooped in the money.
. "What do you t'ink of dat ?" cried Mike angrily.
"Me got da four kings."
"An' I've got four ladies here," Jack remarked,
shaking his head sadly.
"An' me settin' here with four johnnies, came
from Tom.
"Velly goodee hands, so be," Hop declared, as
if he was surprised. "Me ought to win thlee,
flour bundled dollee with velly goodee hands like"'
lat."
'
"Tom, I reckon there ain't no use of playin'
with Hop," Jack declared, shaking his head. "He
kin deal your pack of cards jest the same as he
kin deal his own."
f'We play ~ome more!" exclaimed Mike. "Me
no care if me lose da money. My wife want to
take it f!J)m me, and she no have da money."
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when
his wife sprang into the bunk-house.
"What's that you s_a y?" she cried, in her own
language, and then before any of them hardly
realized . it, she had seized her husband by the
collar and had her hand in the pocket that contained his money.
"Hip hi, hoolay !" Hop exclaimed, and then he
quickly.- pulled the big, old-fashioned revolver ~,
always carried with him from under his coat an-a
fired a shot.
The cowbo1s leaped back, and the woman
frightened by the report of the revolver, ran
screaming from the bunk-house. Hop thought it
about time to get out also, so he leaped through
a window, leaving Mike sitting on the floor, the
picture of amazement.

CHAPTER VI.-Wild Meets Pick Jarvis.
When Henry Richards, the foreman, parted
with his sweetheart he rode slowly over the range
to find the men he had sent out to gather up the
·strays. It was necessary for him to cover a distance of twelve miles to do this, but being in no,
particular hurry, he permitted his broncho to go
along at an easy pace. When he finally came
upon the men he was looking for he nodded with
satisfaction, for .he saw that they had gathered
as many as a score of steers that had strayed off
upon the neighboring range, which happened to
belong to the Bar Y ranch.
"You have done well, boys," he said, as he Tode
up and brought his horse to a halt near the group
of cowboys.
"That's right, Richards," one of them answered
quickly. "I reckon we got all the steers that was
over on the Bar Y, but we had a little trouble ·
about doin' it. Pick Jarvis is jest the other side
of the ridge over there, an' he's got them four
f..ellers what he calls his pards with him. They
was goin' to make a little trouble for us. Disputed one of the steers, you know. Jest ride
over there an' I'll show you the one. It seem~
that the b;rand ain't showin' very good. Funn;-..c
thing about it, but the hair was growed over it
putty well."
"That bein' the case, I reckon --we had better
put the steer in the corral. I'll go an' have a
look at him."
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They all rode along with him until they got
around to the bunch of cattle. Then one of the
cowboys quickly pointed out the steer in question. Richards rode as close as he could to the
animal, and saw 'that whflt had been stated was
correct. The brand certainly did not show plainly.
"So Pick Jarvis was goin' to claim that steer,
eh?" he said, turning to them.
"Yes, an' there was some putty loud talk over
it, too. He didn't want us to git close enough to
the steer to see the brand, but we allowed that
was goin' to do it even if we had to fight."
"An' Pick Jarvis is over at the other side of
the ridge now, eh?"
"Yes; with them are four pards of his, the
worst men in these here parts, if I know anything about 'em."
"Do you know anything about 'em that's bad?"
the foreman asked, looking at the speaker sharply
"I can't prove nothin'," was the reply, with a
shrug of the shoulders.
"But you think that they might be cattlethieves, eh?"
"That's what I think, Richards, an' I know
blamed well you think the same way."
The fo;,eman said nothing to this, and after
thinking a moment he nodded to them and said:
"Are you sure no more of our cattle are on
Bar Y range ? "
"Dead sartin of it. We've been the whole
length of the strip. Star1ed in yisterday mornin',
you know."-,
"All right. Jest see to it that this one what
don't show the brand very well is put in the big
corral along:-"with them what's bein' picked out
to ship away next week." As the foreman said
this he happened to look across the r_a nge. Four
riders were coming that way, and he instantly
recognized them as Hoss Thompson and Young
Wild West and his · partners.
,
"Here comes the owner of the Buckhorn Ranch,
boys," he said, turning to the men. "Young
Wild West an' his payds got here a little afore
noon to-day." As the cowboys who had been
sent out to look for the strays knew nothing of
the arrival of our friends, they were agreeably
rprised. There were five of them there, and
two were new men who had never met the young
deadshot and his partners, though they had heard
much about him.
Richards sat in the saddle thinking of what
had passed between him and Ben James, the
rustler. He had not cha,nged his mind one bit,
but felt duty-bound to keep his promise and not
tell what he had learned from the lips of the old
man, though, of course, he was going to _take
Young Wild West to him as soon as pos sible, so
the boy might have a talk with James. The cowboys waited until the four rode up.
"Hello, boys!" Hoss Thompson called out, as
he looked at the bunch of cattle. "Did you git
all them from the Bar Y?"
"Putty good, ain't it, Hoss?" Richards answered, "Didn't think there was that many that had
strayed from the range? The boys was jest tellin'
e that they had a little trouble about one of the
steers, though. The brand ain't showin', an' Pick
Jarvis w:fsn't goin' to let 'em have him."
"That so?" and Hoss shrugged his shoulders
and then looked at the young deadshot. But
Wild was not ready to go into that part of the
business just yet. He rode up close enough to
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shake hands with the cowboys he knew and to be
introduced to the two who had never met him
before. Then, after he had talked with them a
few minutes, he nodded to Richards, and said :
"Now then, go ahead and tell us about the
trouble you had with the foreman of the Bar Y."
"I reckon the boys kin tell you better than I
_kin, 'cause I - didn't happen to be there at the
time."
"Ah, all right," and Wild tur11ed to the five
men. One of them promptly explained all that
had happened. Really it was nothing more than
that a dispute had arisen while they were driving
the cattle to th!!ir ow~ range. Five· of the men
employed at the Bar Y came ov.er, one of them
being Pick Jarvis, the range boss. - Threats had
been made, but that was --as· far as it went, and
they had been permitted to drive along the steer
that was in dispute with the others.
"They're right the other side of that ridge
now, an' maybe they might have left their horses
an' are watchin' us from the top of it," the cowboy said, as he pointed in the direction he ref erred to.
"Boys," the young deadshot said~ turning to
his ·two partners, "I reckon we will take a ride
that )way. We'll go as far as the top of the
ridge, anyhow. I'd like to meet Pick Jarvis."
"He's got four mighty bad ones with him."
"He has, eh?" and the boy turned to the man ,
who made the remark. "Do you happen to know
their names?"
"Yes. I know them all. There's Lace;, Sport,
Dover, an' Luke, which is·the names they go by.
I don't know if they've got any other names or
not."
·
"Ah, I see. We met that same four over at
the Creek this morning. Certainly we wi!Lhave
to go to the top ,of the ridge, boys." The last
was addressed to Charlie and Jim, who promptly
nodded their assent. Hoss Thompson shrugged
his shoulders uneasily, for probably he may have
felt that there was bound to be trouble if the five
men were still there.
He knew pretty well that Pic1t Jarvis 'Was always spoiling for a fight, and the fact that Wild
had treated Lacey so roughlr at Mexican Joe's
saloon as enough to assure him that satisfaction
would be sought the moment the young deadshot
appeared. Wild had not taken the trouble to
look at the branding mark on the steer that had
been the cause of the trouble. He knew pretty
well that he could -trust the cowboys, and he
took it for granted that they had told the case
just as it was. With his sorrel stallion Spitfire
on -a lope, he led the way toward the ridge, which
was scarcely a quarter of a mile away.
It did not take them long to get to the top of
it, and then, sure enough, they found five men
just below at the other side, standing in a group
beneath the shade of a tree. It twas very evident that they had been expecting the arrivals,
for they showed no signs of being surprised when
the four came riding down the short slope. Hoss
Thompson had accompanied the young deadshot
and his partners even though he :felt that there
was going to be trouble. But the foreman and
his men remained behind.
"Anything !Wrong, ThompS'.on ?" (lne of the men
demanded, sharply, as the four brought their
horses to a halt near the group.
"I reckon not," was the repltr, "Tl,at steer

'I .
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you allowed didn't belong to us ma<ie some little
trouble a little while ago, so the boys was tellin'
me."
"Take my advice an' see to it that your cattle
are branded all right 'an' then there won't be no
trouble.'! As he said this the speaker turned
his gaze upon Wild and his partners.
"Pick," Hoss said, somewhat uneasily, "these
gentlemen is Young Wild West an' his two pards,
Cheyenne Charlie an' Jim Dart. You have heard
that Young Wild West owns Buckhorn Ranch,
I s'pose."
"That's who they are, eh?" and Pick Jarvis
affected surprise, while he looked more closely
at the three. His four companions were plainly
very uneasy, though neither Wild, Charlie nor
Jim had showed the least sign of having met
them before.
"Glad to meet you, Mr. Jarvis," Wild said, nodding to the foreman of the · Bar Y ranch. "I'm
sorry there was any trouble about our cattle.
Steers will stray from one range to another, you
know, and very often some of them never get
back where they belong again.''
"Yes, I knOlw that well enough. We have lost
, quite a few cattle in the past three or four
months. I heard Ben Richards say the other
day that you had lost some; too. Is that right,
.
Hoss?"
"Yes, that's right. As near as I kin find seven
was took all at one time, · too."
"Eight of ours went about the same time,
'cordin to what ·Richards said."
"Where do you suppose they went to?" Wild
a sked, looking at him sharply.
"How should I know, Young Wild West?"
came the quick retort.
"You might have a suspicion, though."
Maybe
"Suspicions don't amount to much.
Hoss has got a suspicion of where they went.''
It was plain that the man was trying to force
an accusation. Wild understood this perfectly,
and he decided to go right ahead the way he
had' started.
"Hoss has got an idea of where they might
possibly have gone," lie said, the vestige of a
smile playing about his lips.
"Well, if he has I'd like to hear him say somethin' about it. Then we might git together .an'
ketch the rustlers." Thompson said nothing to
this, but looked at the, young deadshot as if he
,
wanted him to do all the talking.
"Have you ever questioned any of your men
about the cattle you have lost?" the young deadshot went on, and then he shot a glance at the
four cowboys, who were standing near their
•
foreman.
"What should I do that for? You ain't got
an idea that l!oss thinks they're rustlers, have
·
you?"
"I don't know what Hoss thinks. But by the
looks of them, and what I happen to know about
them, I think the four you have here with you
'Would do almost anything in the line of roguery."
"See here, Young Wild West," the f oreman of
the Bar Y said, suddenly, while a scowl showed
on his face, "I knowed what you come here for
the minute I seen you comin'. You had a little
trouble )With one · of my men ov.er at the Creek
this forenoon, an' you thought you would come
over here an' start some more trouble. Now then,
don't you think for one minute that I'm afraid

of you, even if you nave got the name of bein'
the Champion Deadshot an' all that. If you want
anything out of me, jest say tne word an' we'll
have it out right now.''
"ls that the way you feel about it, Pick Jar·
vis?"
"That's jest the way I feel about it.''
"Well, I didn't coh1e over here for that purpose, but I will say that I never back d<1Wil on
a proposition of that sort. I know pretty well
that the four fellows you have here with you
are very sore at me, and that if tbey had the
opportunity they would lose no time m putting
me out of the way. That being the case, I 'Will
Now then, just walk
accept your challenge.
over to that tr(,!e and I'll walk to the· one to
the left. We'll each d6dge a tree, and then
fast as 'We can at each other. That's
shoot
the easiest way to settle the matter, I r,e ckon.''
The face of Jarvis fell.
"Meanin' by that, s'pose that you expect to
drop me?" he said, questioningly.
"I don't know as I'll drop you. But I certainly will make you understand that it isn't
wise to make such a proposition as you just nOIW
made. I am not afraid of you injuring me in the
least."
"Meanin', of course, that you know for sartin
th~ you're goin' to ~it in the first shot."
"I didn't say so, did I?"
"Well, that's what you mean, an' jest 'cause
you have got the name of bein' the Champion
Deadshot, an' are as quick as lightnin' with a
gun, I ain't goin' to do it that way. I don't
want your blood on my hands, 1even if you want
mine. But I'll bet you fifty dollars I kin lick
the stuffin' out of you jest by usin' nothing but
I'm a rough-an'-tumble
my hands an' feet.
fighter, I am, an' since you have got the reputation of bein' able to lick ten men as I heard
some one say not long ago, it ain't no more than
fair that I should ask you to fight me. Pm a
little bigger than you are, an' considerably older,
but I never claimed to be able to lick more than
one man at a time. Now then, if you're game,
jest come on.''
As he said this Pick Jarvis unbuckled th •
cartridge belt that was about his waist, and flung
it, along with his revolver, to the ground. Then
he hitched up his trousers and spat upon his
hands, showing plainly that he was eager for
the fray. Young Wild West could not refuse
him, so he quickly slipped from the back, of his
horse, and, with a smile on .his face, saia:
"All right, Pick. I don't know who told you.
I could whip ten men all at on.e time, for I am
sure I could not. AnyhOlw, I think I can handle
one all right, and if I don't make you sick inside
of five minutes, I'll be willing to chew up my
own hat.''

as

CHAPTER VIL-Wild Shows How He Can
Handle His Fists.
The four men working under Pick Jarvis ~
the Bar Y Ranch showed a feeling of delig.K
when they saiw their boss make ready to tbrash
the young deadshot. Even though he had oeen
easily whipped over at Short Creek that morning, Lacey seemed to think that Pick would ea sily
be the master of Young Wild West. But it was
I
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not strange that he should feel this way, since
Jarvis had on more than one occasion showed
that he was a real fighter. He was very quick
an<l strong as a young steer, and had never
showed that he had a yellow streak
Wild coolly handed Jim Dart his brace of revolvers and hunting knife. But he did · not take
the trouble to remove his belt. Hoss Thom_pson
dismounted and held Spitfire by the ·bridle, leaving his own horse to walk about and crop at the
short grass . . It was evident that the manager
of Buckhorn Ranch was going to make sure that
Wild's horse would be in readiness in case they
· had to leave suddenly. Our hero smiled when
he saw w-hat Hoss was doing, but did not say
a word. He simply stepped a:way from the tree
to a level spot, and then nodding to the foreman
of the Bar Y, said:
"Gome on, Pick. This is going to be a roughand-tumble fight, you say. That suits me. · all
right, so let yourself go." Jarvis was more than
willing. He stepped right over to the spot, and
then, without waiting· an instant, feinted with his
left and let drive -a hard blow with his right. If
Wild had not side-stepped, the_ fight might have
been ended the very moment 1t began. But _he
was too clever to be caught that way, so Pick
nearly over-balanced himself, and before he could
recover the yollJlg deadshot landed a left punch
behind his ear that sent him flat on his stomach.
"Hooray! hooray!" yelled Cheyenne Charlie.
"Any one is a fool what thinks lie kin stand
the ghost of a show with Young Wild West.
There never twas the man born yet as could hold
a candle to him when it come to any kind of
fightin' let alone It rough-and-tu~ble fight." By
the foreman's own _terms, W111 could ~ave
pounced upon him and beaten him to a Jelly,
for it iwas "rough _and tumble," and. 1:;verything
•we_nt, fist-blows,. kicks, and even bitmg. But
Wild v.:as not gomg to take any such advantage
over his fallen foe. . He :"as confi~ent that he
could easily ~andle him without go~g as far .as
that, so he s1mp!y stood there iwaitmg for him
to r!se.
.
.
.
Pick got up quickly, steppmg back .as he did
so. He looked around at ~hose standmg about,
a!1cl when he s~w that his four men sho~ed
signs ?f fear, his anger got the best of him,
and with an oath, he turned upon the boy before him, striking out with both .fists, as he came
forward with lowered head. It 1was a foolish
thing for him to do, for· any man or boy who
knows anything about the art of boxing can
easily land a blow or more than one when such
tactics are used.
Wild did not choose to knock him out this
time. He simply let go an uppercut with his
right, which ca1,1ght Pick under the chin and
caused him to straighten u p until he iwas at
least two inches taller than he had ever been
in his whole life. His heels even left the ground,
as Cheyenne Charlie declared afterward, and then
when he settled down, gasping and sputtering,
he grew a foot less in statur.e. Wild could easily
have landed a knockout blow at that moment.
But he was having it all hi~ own war, anyh?w,
and so 'was content to make 1t last a httle while.
"Is that the iway you fight in a rough-and-tumble fashion Pick Jarvis?" he asked, in a tantalizjn~ way. '
Pick let out a roar like that of any angry moun-
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tain lion, and then again lowered his head and
rushed forward, this time !With the intention of
grasping the boy about the body.
There was not one there who expected that
Wild would let him do it.
But he did not move an inch, and as the sinewy
arms of the angry foreman went about his waist,
he threw out his feet behind and then let himself
go squarely across the man's back, crushing him
to the ground with a thud.
This unexpected move-on the part of the aJtile
. boy caused Pick to release his grasp in a twinkling, and the first thing he knew he iwas lying at
full length on the ground, face down.
Wild gave him a slap on the side of the head
with either hand, and then a not very gentle kick
in the ribs.
"Get up, you sneaking coyote!" he exclaimed.
"I thought you might know something about
fighting; You don't suppose I was going to let
you take hold of me and thrC1W me to the ground,
· did you? I never allow any one to do that with
me, and certainly I am not going to establish a
precedent now."
Pick was boiling with rage.
· He rolled over upon his back, swearing at a
, great rate.
_
: Then he gave another roll and landed upon his
hands and knees, afur which he scrambled to his
feet and moved eight or un feet away.
"He's goin' to run, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie
called out, tauntingly. "Got a yaller streak in
him, an' I know it."
"Who says I've got a yaller streak?" Pick
cried . . ~'That's somethin' that was never in any
one· what belonged to my family, an' it ain't in me.
I'll fight it out if I get killed. That's the kind of a
feller I am." .
"You'll get half killed, any-vra , before you're
through," Jim Dart answered.
you have any
sense you can understand that Young Wild West
is only plating with you."
"Give it up,- Pick," Lacy called out. "I know
what he is. I told you what he done to me."
"That's all right;" growled the foreman.
"You're one man, an' I'm another. You · don't
know how t.o fight, an' you ain't fot no sand in
you. I do know how to fight, an' never knowed
what it was to quit."
.
.
W!ld decided that there ~as no nee1 of prolo!!gmg the figh; and batter1:ng the man s face to
a J~lly. He dec1d~d to end 1t at the next_ oppo~t~mty, so when. Pick rushed forward agam, this
time ~ore caut~ously, he evaded t~e blow th~t
was ~1med at hrm and the!1 gave him a poke _in the ribs that too~ away ~us breath tempor~r1ly.
_As_ he was doublmg up hke a half-opened Ja~kkn1f~, t~e young deadshot let one go on the PO)nt
of h~s Jaw, _and then the fight was endt;d. P!ck
. Jarvis fell m a heap to the _ground, and rol_h!1g
over, slowly stretched o~t his lower extremities
and became perfectly still. It was natura_l th_at
the boy should_ be somewhat ~l~ted over his v1ctory, and having a strong d1shke for th~ fo~r
cowboys, he walke1 over to them, and shakmg his
fin er at them, said:
'Now then, somebody told your foreman that
I was able -to thrash ten men all at one time. I
believe I made the statement that such was not
the c:ise, but I really think I can lick four. TherQ
are Just four of you, so come out ·here, and I
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want you to all come at me at one time. Now him to sleep, too, Richards. What do you think
hurry up, for if you don't, I'll start the thing go- of that?"
ing myself."
"Well, by thunder!" the foreman exclaimed.
Lacey promptrly began edging away toward showing how much he was astonished.
has
one of the horses that was grazing a short dis- got the name of bein' the toughest man"Pick
to git in
tance from the spot. . But the other three stood a fight wit of anyone in these
parts. Got licked
their ground, however. Quite likely it struck..,. by a boy, too, eh?"
them that it would be impossiblt for a boy to
"I'm only a boy, Richards," Wild answered,
thrash them all.
smiling, "but I reckon I started
quite early.
"What's the matter with you, Lacey?" the fel- Learned a whole lot, too, you see. in Nothing
like
low called Sport shouted. "You're showin' the keeping cool and using your head. Of course,
a
white feather."
•
blow is a thing that counts in a fight, but it's
"I got my dose this mornin', an' I'm satisfied," headwork just the same."
came the reply.
"I s'pose your'e right on that."
"Well, I'll bet--"
"
"Right! Of course he's right!" Hoss ThompThat was as far as Sport got, for Wild let go . son exclaimed. "But say, boys, never told you
a straight right and catching him on the chin, it all yet. After Wild put Pick I Jarvis
to sleep,
sent him staggering backward until he dropped he turned around an licked three
One of
and fell flat. Then before Dover could even guard 'em-Lacey, I believe--run away, more.
he couldn't
his face the boys left fist flew out and caught him, get a chance at him. But the otherssowas
on the chin. He tumbled over Sport. Luke was down right an' left, an' were all in a heapknocked
on the
game, and he dropped to the ground and succeed- ground at one time."
ed in catching the bpy about the legs. Wild was
"An' none of 'em didn't do no shootin'?" one
thrown rather heavily, but in a twinkling he was of the cowboys spoke up in surprise.
on top of the man.
"Shootin'!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed.
"Rough and tumble," he called out, and then jest like to have seen any of 'em try to do "I'd
any
he struck him hard under the left ear.
shootin'. I was itchin' to do- some myself.
"Stop! Stop!" cried Luke. "I've got enough." no sich luck. They wasn't game enough to doBut
no
"All right, then," and up the boy jumped.
shootin'. The only one what was game is Pick
:As the man was in the act of rising he gave Jarvis, as you call him. He was willin' to
him a kick which sent him upon the other two, till he couldn't fight no more, but it wasn't fight.
very·
who had not yet risen from the ground. ·
long that he had to keep goin', 'cause Wild hit
"Boys," the young deadshot declared, shaking him plumb on the jaw an' sent him into
what
his head in disgust, "I never saw such a measly they call Slumberland ."
lot in all my life."
Richards and the cowboys kept asking ques"Show 'em how you kin shoot, Wild'," Chey- tions about what had happened over the
enne Charlie called out eagerly. "Rip the but- and all declared that thev were sorry theyridge,
had
tons off their shirts iest for fun."
not gone along, so they might have been wit"I reckon it isn't necessary to do that, Charlie. nesses. Finally~- as Wild was about to ride back
Such fellows are not worth bothering with. If in the direction of the ranch, Richards ran over
any of them has the nerve to ever stack up to him and said :
.
against me after this I'll use my gun, and the
"I'd like to talk to you a little while in private.
chances are I'll shoot to kill."
Wild. It's about the cattle rustlers."
They all heard this, even to Pick Jarvis, for
"All right, Richards," was the reply. "Just
at that moment he was in the act of raising his get on your horse, and we'll ride along ahead of
head. But Wild paid no further attention to the rest. Then you can do all the talking you
them, and walking over. took t.h e bridle-rein from like."
,...
.
Hoss Thompson and swung himself upon the
Richards was not long in mounting, and then
back of Spitfire.
Wild gave the rest to understand that they 'rent"1
"Come on, boys," he said. "I reckon we won't going ahead, which told them plainly that there
bother with the sneaking coyotes any longer."
was going to b~ a J)rivate conversation.
A few seconds later the four were riding toward the top of the ridge, and as they looked back
they saw thti five cowboys standing in ' a group,
but none of them showing the least sign of using
CHAPTER VIII.-More Fun at the Ranch.
a gun. Over the ridge the young deadshot and his
companions went, and a few minutes later they
"Now then, Richards," Young Wild West said,
joined the waiting cowboys.
as they were riding slowly over the prairie, ''I
"I didrt't hear any shootin'," Richards said, reckon we are alone now, so you can go ahead
smilingly, as they brought their horses to a halt. and talk as much as you please."
"No, there didn't happen to be any shooting,"
"All right," was the reply, though the fore,.
Wild answered, as he arranged ~he loosely knot- man was somewhat embarrassed. "What I want
ted tie that was about his neck.
to say to you is that I had quite a talk with the
"There was a rough an' tumble fight, though," man what's livin' in the log shanty in the gully
Hoss Thompson spoke up, as he cast a look of ad- this afternoon."
miration at the boy. "You oughte'r &een how
"Is that so ? . Did you learn anything about
Wild licked Pick Jarvis. It was a fair an' square the rustlers?"
fight, too. Pick wanted it to be a rough an' tum"I reckon I picked up enough to make it plain ;,.,
ble, but he never so much as got even a little that the very ones you cleaned up a little while
blow in. Wild done all the fightin', an' he ago has been stealin' all the cattle .around these
knocked the stuffin' out of Jarvis so quick that parts lately."
it would make your head swim to look at it. Put
"Is that so, Richards?"
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"I reckon it is. But say, Young Wild West,
don't ask me for any more information, please.
I want you to take a ride over to the shanty in
the gully an' have a talk with Ben James."
"All right. I'll do tnat. . But I promised Arietta that she should meet the girl who is to be
your bride, so I reckon I'll go to the ranch first!' ·
"Won't have much time to git there afore dark,
then."
"That's all right. Tomorrow morning will do,
anyhow."
"OW, yes, that's plenty time enough."
"Very well; we'll let it go that way, then. You
-,- shall accompany us, so we may be in~duced.
Then while Arietta is getting acquainted with
your sweetheart, I can talk to Ben James, her
father."
,
"That's it!" Richards. exclaimed, showing that
he was thoroughly satisfied with the arrangement.
,
"But say, Richards," the young deadshot said, .
looking at him sharply, "your'e keeping something back, and I know it."
,
"That's right, Young Wild West," and the
young man hung his head. "But a promise
oughter be kept, hadn't it?"
•
"It certainly had."
"All right, then. I made a promise not to say
anything more than I've said. You have a talk
with Ben James, an' it's a putty sure thing that
you'll find out all about ·this rustlin' business.
Not sayin' that he's one of the rustlers, though."
"I see. All right. I shan't ask you · for anything further.'
Wild then circled around toward his partners
and Hoss Thompson, who had started for the
ranch, while Richards turned and rode bp.ck to
the bowboys he was in charge of.
"Had a talk with the foreman, eh?' Hoss
Thompson said, as the young deadshot joined
them.
"Yes, but not much of a talk," was the reply.
That settled it. No further questions were
asked, so the four rode on, and at length arrived
at 'the ranch. After putting their horses away,
. they walked to the house, and then Stella promptly informed them that there had been quite a
show while they were away.
"The lazy greaser was gamblin' his money
away an' wouldn't give, it to his wife, so she went
after him," she explaimed. "Hop started some
kind of a rumpus in the bunk-house an nearly
set it on fire. Things got a little quiet after
that, but a little while ago Mike's wife found him
hidin' in the shed at the back of the house, an'
she went at ' him with a 1·awhide whip. Hop
thought he would be smart, so he tried to persuade her that it wasn't good to whip her husband in that wa-y, an' then she turned on him ·an'
gave him a good lickin'. That done me more good
than anything else. He's got two or three big
welts right over his right cheek, an' his eye is all
swelled up from it."
Cheyenne Charlie broke into a laugh.
"Serves him right. What did he want to interfere w'ith a row betwen a man an' his wife for,
I'd like to know?" he said. "Where is the heathen
galoot? I want to have a look at him.''
,
"I dont know where he is, nor I don't know
where Mike is, either. But Mike's wife is in the
kitchen, an' she seems to be all right now. She
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got the money from him, an' that's all she
wanted."
Charlie promptly made his way to the kitchen
and began questioning the Mexican woman. In
her broken English she explained it all as well
a_s she could, and the scout kept laughing all the
time, not at the way she told it, but because the
~:qinaman had .l?Ot a little the worst of it for being so fresh. He soon went out ~gain, and then
made a earch for the clever Chmee. But Hop
was nowhere to be foumi. so after a while Charlie gave it up. Supper time came, and after it
was. over our friends went out upon the broad
porch that overlooked the river and sat there until
ten o'clock. Things were very quiet, and the odor
of the flowers that grew in abundance close to the
house causE;d a sleepy feeling to come over them,
so they retired and slept soundly until morning.
Cheyenne Charlie had not forgotten what he
had heard about Hop, and as soon as he came
around to the back of the house to wash up at the
bench that was there for the purpose he began
looking about for the Chinaman. He knew where
both HQp and Wing had their sleeping quarters.
It was a little building but a few yards from the
rear of the ranch house., and seeing that the door
was closed, the scout figured that they had not
yet arisen. He went on washing, and after
combing his long, black hair, he put on his sombrero and . then walked to the little buildi?Jg. He
listened and heard someone snoring, so :tre knew
that at least one of the Chinamen was still
asleep.
Charlie tried the door, but it was fastened on
the inside. Then he went around to a good-sized
window at the left side of the building and tried
to p~r through. There was a piece of cotton
mosquito netting ver the window to keep out the
insects, and a shade was drawn down. At first
the scout was going to tear aside the netting and
climb through the window, but thinking that
Stella might not be pleased if he did it. he turned
and went to the door again. There was no lock
on it,. but he knew that there was a bar inside,
and one of the Chinamen must have secured it so
they could not be interrupted by anyone during
the night. But Charlie was equal to such an
e~rgency.
Pulling his hunting-knife from his belt, for he
always carried it there, even when he was hanging about the ranch-house or hotel, he made ready
to lift the bar. - ,
It happened that there was a crack amply wide
enough to permit the blade to go through, so
Charlie quickly thrust the knife between the door
and the jamb, and t~en slowly raised it upward.
'It worked nicely. The knife came in contact
with the wooden bar and lifted it, hardly making
the least sound.
But once the bar was out of the cleat it slipped
from the blade of the knife and fell to the floor.
"Hip hit Whattee mattee?" came from the
inside.
Then there was a hurried step. Charlie grinned
and pulled open the door. Hop was out of hia
bunk and was hurriedly donning his outer gal'ments, while Wing ;was still sleeping peacefully.
"Good-mornin', heathen," the scout said, as he
grinned at the surprised Chinaman. "I allowe4
that it was time for you to git up, so I thought
I'd open the door."
,
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"How you gittee um door open, Misler Charlie.?" Hop asked, showing considerable surprise.
"Oh, that was easy enough. I jest stuck my
knife through an lifted the bar up. But say, come
out here, I want to have a look at you."
"Waitee till me gittee my tlousers on, Misler
Charlie."
"Hurry up, then, or I'll take a shot at your toenails."
Of course the heathen did not like this at all,
but he knew that Charlie had the best of him now,
so there was only one thing to do, and tha~ was
to hurry and dress himself, which he did.
Having done this much, lie turned to his sleeping brother, and, seizing the end of his ·q ueue,
which happened to be hanging out ofthe bunk, he
gave a hard pull upon it and caused Wing to
awaken and let out a yell. But Hop did not min_d
this, and he gave another pull and caused Wing to
tumble from the bunk to the floor. Then he hur·
ried outside.
"That wasn't bad, Hop," Charlie said, as he
nodded toward the angry Chinaman on the floor.
"You're always bound to do somethin' that's funny. Jest come out here where it's good an' light.
I'm goin' to have a look at your face. They tell
me the greaser's wife .scrter lambasted you with
a rawhide."
"Nevee mindee, Misler Charlie," Hop answered
sheepishly. "Me no likee gleaser woman. But me
no wantee hurtee. She hittee me velly muchee
hard, but lat allee light. She lickee Mikee, too.
Lat velly good.'
Charlie grabbed him by the arm and pulled him
around where the sunlight was streaming between the .trees.
"Heathen," he said, s.liaking his head as if he
were trying to make· it appear as if he felt sorry
for him, "you have sartinly got a beautiful shiner,
an' them two welts on your face is purple enough
to pass off for some kind of a flower in the garden. You sartinly do look fine. Jest git a lookin,-glass an' take a view of your beautiful face."
"Nevee mindee, Misler Charlie. Me no helpee
lat. Evelythling be allee light in two, thlee days,
so be. Me no likee gleaser woman. Maybe me
makee her velly muchee sickee pletty soonee."
''Better let her alone, Hop. She helps cook the
grub in the house, an' ·if she got .sore on you she
might put pi.zen in your eoffee or somethin,."
"Lat allee light. Me puttee somethling in her
coffee, maybe."
"I know you wouldn't_ put pizen in her coffee,
Hop, so go ahead. Anythmg for fun, you know.''
Then Charlie grinned and decided to let up on
Hop.
Presently Wing came out, still somewhat angry
at the way he had been disturbed by his brother.
"Me fixee you some timee, Hop," he declared,
shaking his fist and glaring at the object of his
wrath. "You wantee pu!lee um pigee tail outtee
by um loots, so be. Hurtee me velly muchee. Maybe you wantee fightee !is way.''
Then he danced about and doubled up his fists
in something like a boxing attitude. Hop seemed
as # he were inclined to ignore the challenge, so
the scout ran over to him and, taking him the
arm, gave it a shake and said:
"What's the matter wfth you, heathen? Are
you afraid of that fool ¾.w,t.b.er, as you call him?"

"Me no 'flaid, Misler Charlie. Me no wantee
hurtee him, so be.''
"Well, if you don't want to hurt him, git out
there ~n' jest tap him two or three times lightly.
Jest show him that he don't know nothin' about
fightin,.'' .
"Allee light, Misler Charlie," and Hop, who had
not yet put on his wonderful jacket which contained so many pockets, stepped toward the belligerent Wing. At that moment Wild and Jim
came around to the rl)ar of the house.
"Whats going on here?" the young deadshot de·
manded.
·~on't stop 'em, Wild," Charlie said, persua- ~
sively. "They've had a little row. Hop yanked
Wing out of bed by the pigtail an' Wing has challenged him to fight. Let 'em have a round or two.
· •
They won't hurt each other.''
"Very well; if they want to fight, let them go
lit it, then.''
Hop was a little disappointed· at this; for he
knew that when his brother was aroused he was
pretty good in a rough-and-tumble fight, especially when it came to scratching and biting.
Hfs face felt sore from the whip that had been
used upon 11im the afternoon before,..and probably
that was one reason why he would rather not
fight. But there was no help fo-,: it now. Young
Wild West had said they should go on and fight.
"Now len," Hop said, putting on a very oold
air and shaking his finger warnina'lY at Wing,
"if you no lookee outtee me hurtee you velly
· muchee. Me fi.J{htee allee samee likee Melican
man, so be. You fightee like fool Chinee.''
"Shuttee UJ)pe.e," came the reply, and Wing
who was stiH very angry, made a dive for him
. an.d struck a rather hard blow, which landed upon
' Hop's shoulder. The clever Chinee spun around,
and then more by luck than anything else, the
flat ·of his hand came in ~ontact with his opponent's left ear and sent him staggering.
"Hip hi, hoolay!" he shouted. "Me tellee you
lat me hurtee you vellv muchee. Lookee outtee,
my fool mlother. '--Me knockee um ~tuffee outtee
you."
. He leaped forward in an endeavor to catch hi's
brother and throw him to the ground. But Wing
was just quick .enough to prevent it, ~nd the result was that they' came together, and a real
_struggle began. It might have been called a
wrestling match, or anything else, for both were
doing their best to keep from being thr9wn. Cheyenne Charlie kept running around them, encouraging first one and then the other. It was fun for
him, and Wild and· Jim rather enjoyed it, too,
since they did not intend that either of the Chinamen should be hurt. Stella and the girls came
out while the struggle was going on, and they
quickly learned what had caused it. They, too
were somewhat amused. Presently Wing succeeded in tripping Hop, and they went to the
ground, rolling over and over.
"I reckon that will be about all, Charlie," the
young dea!}shot said in his e0v1 and easy way.
"Just separate them.''
"Jest as you say, Wild," and the scout quickly
ran to the struggling pair and .:ommanded them ~
to let go They obeyed quickly enough; and rising to their feet, stood glarin 6 at each other,
neither saying a word.
"I reckon this here fight has got to be called a
draw . . You'll have to settle it some other time,
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heathens. Now then, jest wash yourselves an' put
on the rest of your clothes. Breakfast will be
ready putty soon."
"How you feel now, Hop?" Wing said, as he
walked away, acting very much as if he had
soundly thrashed his brother.
"Velly muchee goodee. Me lickee you allee
light."
"You no lickee me. 'You waitee. Me ketchee
you when you sleepee, a'nd makee velly biggee
bang. Allee samee blowee you piggee tail off."
"YOU do lat and mr shootee you allee samee
Melican man."
"That will do," Charlie called out. "This thing
is settled for a while. Maybe after breakfast we
will fix it up so you kin fight it out till o~e or the
other gits kille~. It won't make a lot of difference
to me which one of you does, either, 'cause half
the time you don't amount to nothin', anyhow."
Wing promptly retired to the outbuilding, and
Hop proceep.ed to make use of the water; soaJ? and
towel.
.
Knowing that it was not likely that they would
start again Wild and his partners followed the
girls ·into the house, and ten minutes later the
breakfast-bell rang.
The young deadshot told his sweetheart. about
the _proposed ride over to the _log shanty m the
gully, so as soon as the morning meal was over
with Arietta reminded him of it.
"That's all right, little girl. We'll go right
away before the sun gets too hot. I'll go and
saddle the horses and see if Richards is ready."
T}Je boy put on his hat, and leaving the house,
was not long in reaching the bunk-house, where
he found Richards shavi:q.g himself
"Had your breakfast yet?" Wild asked.
"Oh yes" was the re.ply. "As I was goin' to
take you dver to introduce my gal this mornin',
I allowed that I had better shave myself an' look
somethin' like decent."
"That's right, Richards," and the young deadshot nodded laughingly. "Nothing like making
yourself look sweet when you're going to call on
your girl."
"Weil if I know anything about it, you're look1
in' putty nifty this mornin,."
"Yes, but I° haven't had a shave, though. I don't
need one as often as you do. I haven't a great
deal of beard to grow on my face, and once a
week is often enough."
"You could raise a mustache if you wanted to,
though. I kin tell by what's on your lip now,
Wild."
"Probably I could. But one in our crowd is
enough to wear a mµstache. Cheyenne Charlie
has a big enough one for all three of us."
.
_Wild went out, and one of the cowboys assisted
him in catching the horses; After Spitfire and
Arietta's broncho had been saddled and bridled,
the young deadshot led them over to the house.
Arietta was waiting on the stoop.
"Shall I t ake my rifle, Wild?" she asked.
"You m ight a s well," was the r eply. "I hardly
think there will be any OCC!!Sion to use it, but it is
just as well to have it along with you. I'll leave
mine at the house. I've got my two guns and
hunting-knife, so if anything should turn up I
reckon we'll be all right."
The girl ran inside and quickly came out with
her rifle. Then she mounted her horse with an
ease and grace that told how used she was to that
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sort of thing. Wild swung· himself upon the back
of Spitfire, and just then Richards came riding
up. Anna and Eloise had come out of the house
now, and after bidding them a cheery good-morning, the foreman nodded to the young deadshot
and said:
"Now then, Wild, if you're ·ready we'll take that
little ride."
"We're ready," was th~ reply.
Then the three left the spot, their horses at an
easy lope, and headed for . the gully that lay out
some distance and adjoined the big cattle range
of Buckhorn Ranch.
'
CHAPTER IX.-Arietta and the Rustler's
Daughter.
Wild, Arietta and the foreman were not long in
reaching the log shanty in the gully. As they rode
up to it Nettie James appeared in the doorway,
and her face lighted up the moment she saw her
lover coming.
·
"Oh, Henry!" she cried, running out. "I'm so
glad you have come."
"Anything wrong, Nettie?" the foreman asked,
.as he quickly dismounted and seized her by the
hand.
"Pick Jarvis came here shortly before midnight
and forced my father to go away with him. He
hasn't returned yet," the girl sa1d, in
whisper.
"Never mind," her lover answered, reassuringly. "I want to introduce you to Young Wild West
an' Miss Arietta. You have heard me talk about
'em lot1:1 of times."
"Oh, yes," and her manner changed again.
Wild and Arietta shook hands with her; ·and
then she became quite sociable, th,o ugh there was
a certain timid air about her which was no doubt
due to the fact that she so seldom met any of h Eµ'
sex. Arietta had a way of making a person feel
quite at ease 1when she once got conversing with
them, and in less than ten minutes Nettie acted
as if they were old friends. While au· this was
going on the foreman showed signs of great uneasiness. He kept looking up and down the gully
all the time, while Wild, who had taken a seat on
a log close to the shanty, watched him ·and said
nothing.
Finally Richards walked over and sat down beside the boy.
.
"Wild,' he said, shaking his head, "Ben James
ain't home."
.
"So ·I see," was the reply. "I suppose if he
were )wme he would have showed up before this."
"No, he 11in't home, an' it's been worryin' Nettie
a whole lot. I don't know what to make of it myself. She says Pick Jarvis came here around
the middle of the night an' forced him to go
away with him."
.
"ls that so? I reckon I begin to understand
you, Richards. Is Ben .James a rustler?"
"I can't say nothin' about that, Wild," and
the foreman hung his head and appeared confused. "But say," · he said, suddenly, " I. promised not to say a wor d about it, but Nettie knOiws
the whole thing. She didn't make no promise to
no one-, so s'pose you go ahead an' question her."
"Very well, Richards, I think I'll act on your
suggestion. There's somc~hing puzzling about this
matter, but I'm afraid that Nettie's father has
been going a bit wrong."

a
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The foreman shook his head, but made no reply.
"Well, girls," the young deadshot said, in his
cool and easy way, as he walked over and interrupted the conversation, "I hope you have become
very good friends."
"Indeed we have," Nettie James answered,
quickly, her face illumined with a smile. "I have
just been telling Arietta that I am soon to be
married. She doesn't know when she will take
such a step, though."
"Oh, we haven't thought much about that part
of it," and Wild laughed lightly. "Some day
maybe we will hitch up double and settle down at
Buckhorn Ranch."
"We are both too young yet, anyway," Arietta
declared, blushingly.
"Nettie," Wild said, looking rather sharply at
the girl, "I understand you are in some sort of
trouble. I reckon I might be able to help you. out
of it. Now then, if you have a mind to you may
tell me just what your trouble is. I assure you
that, no matter what the trouble is, I'll see to it
that a square deal will be obtained. If your
father has done anything that's wrong, I promise
you that he shall have fair play. Now then, don't
be offended by the way l am talking. Business
is business, and the best wav to settle it is to
thoroughly understand each other." ~
"Oh, oh!" the girl cried, turning tq Arietta and
bursting inte> tears. "I suppose---rt has got to come
out."
.
"Don't act" this way, Nettie," Young Wild
West's sweetl:ieart said, soothingly. "Tell Wild
all about it. He has never been known to go back
on his word, and he has told you that there will
be a square deal, as he calls it. Now then, don't
cry, but just tell what your trouble is."
"Henry!" the girl .exclaimed, as she turned to
the foreman, at the same time wiping her. eyes
with her apron, "what shall I do?"
"Do test as Young Wild West wants you to,"
was the reply.
"I will, then."
Then the gi:r:l sat down .on the log, with Wild on
one side and Arietta on the other, while Richards
stood with folded arms before them.
"Young Wild West," she began tearfully, "my
father was forced to leave the house last night,
anrl he has not yet returned. I am not sure, but
I think Pick Jarvis wanted him to help steal some
~attle that belong to Buckhorn Ranch."
"You say he was forced to leave. How is
that?"
The girl looked at Richards, who nodded for her
to go ahead, so she plucked up courage abd related the whole story, just as the foreman had
l:teard it from the lips of Ben James. The. expression of Wild's face changed several times as
l:te listened.
·
"I'm sorry for this," he said, shaking his head
gravely. The fact that your fath_e r is a rustler
makes it mighty bad. But I don't doubt for an
imtant that he fears Pick Jarvis so much that he
feels that he must do as he's told. But as I said
before, I am going to see that there is a square
deal. Don't you fear about your father being
sent to prison or anything of the sort. It's too
bad that your father drifted the way he has gone.
But if what I hear is true, he certainly means to
be a different man if he is allowed to be."
"I know he is perfectly honest at heart. He
)la. worried so much over what he did with Pick

Jarvis that time when the stage-cottch was held
up that it makes him look ten years older than he '
really is. How many times he has sat and cried
as he told me about it, and all the time he has
been afraid that Pick Jarvis would have him sent
to prison."
"That's what I call rather foolish, don't you,
Wild?" Richards spoke up.
"I should say so," was the reply.·
••That's what I was 'tellin' Nettie. How could
Jarvis send her faher to prison without goin'
there himself? He was tb.e main one in the holdup."
"I am not prepared to say just what might
happen if he should try su.ch a thing, but I reckon
he'll never have the chance to try it. The thing
for us to do now is to get after• this bunch· of
rustlers and corral them. I'll see to it that Ben
James is given a chance to start a new- life. You
heard what I have said, Richards, and so have
you, Nettie. Now then, just see if I do:r_!'t stick to
my word."
Satisfied that the rustlers had been at workagain during the night, the young deadshot was
anxious to get after them. He knew that nearly
every cowboy m the employ of Hoss Thompson
was probably out upon the range somewhere, and
f.eeling sure that he could surely find some of
them without going very far, he decided to set
out at once.
"Et," he said, turning to his swetheart, "I
reckon you had better stay here with the young
lady. "Richards will go with me to hunt for some
of the boys. I have an idea that Charlie and Jim
have come out on the range before this, and it is
quite likely we will run across them. We have
got to-get this bunch of rustlers, and once we get
hold of Pick Jarvis, it won't take long to force
a full confession from him, and I'll do my level
best to make him exonerate Ben James."
"All right; Wild," the girl answered, nodding
her head, while Nettie trembled visibly and then
began weeping afresh.
·
Richards stopped long enough to console her a
little, and then he followed Wild to where the
horses had been left standing, and both mounted.
Waving their hands to the girls, they set out for
the high ground above, and once they reached
it went galloping swiftly over the cattle range.
"Oh, I fear they will surely lynch my father
if they happen to catch him. I know he has never
joined in any of the rustling that has been going
· on here of late of his own free will. · He always
did it because he was forced to by Pick Jarivs,"
Nettie declared. "What shall I do, what shall I
do?"
"Please don't get excited," Arietta said persuasively. "I'll tell you what we'll do. You have
a horse, I suppose."
"Yes, we have three horses, and one of them
was placed at my disposal by my father. I have
been trying to help him all I could. But my horse
was taken by mv mother nearly an hour before
you came here. She went to look for father. She
didn't learn that he was at all connected with anything that was wrong until I told her at daylight
this morning. I knew partly that he was working
with the rustlers for some little time, but I kept
the secret until I heard the confession he made to
Henrv Richards, and then because he was forced
to leave the house at midnight, I felt so badly
over it that I just had to tell mother about it."
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in<>' the rifle she had brought with her over her
shoulder.
"I may have to use this before·we get through,"
she said, smiling significantly at her companion.
"I hope not," was the reply, "for I hav.e a hor. ror of bloodshed."
"I have to a certain extent, too, but when it
comes to protecting one's life, it is different. I
have heard enough to convince me that these cattle thieves are a very bad lot some of them, at
use."
Arietta turned and looked at her own horse, .least. Just let them try to interfere with us in
saving your father, and I'll show yoa how quickly
which was grazing a short distance away.
·I'll shoot."
"We might ride double," she said.
Leavfng the mother. standing near the log
"Where do you intend to go?" Nettie asked.
shanty, the girls rode up the ascent and were soon
"To look for vour father."
"Mother ought to be here shortly, unless she out of the gully. They followed the direction that
was taken by Wild and the foreman, and were
has found him."
The words were scarcelv out of the girl's lips soon galloping over the range. It happened that
when sounds came from above them, and looking the ground at that point was undulating. Hills
in the direction, they saw a horse and rider sud- and hollows were plentiful, and once in a hollow
the cowboys or any one el:,e who might be less
denly appear.
"It's mother!" cried Nettie excitedly. "She is than a , quarter of a mile distant could not be
seen. As the two girls rode on, going up and
coming back."
Down into the gully came the horse and rider, down, they finally caught sight of Wild and the
and sure enough, it was a comely woman of forty. foreman riding over a mile to the right of them.
riding astride, after the fashion of that part of
· Then as Arietta turned and looked in another
the country. When she saw Arietta with her direction, she saw a horseman suddenly appear.
daughter the rustler's wife showed no little
Re was bending over close to the neck of his
horse and riding as if for his life. The girl just
amazement.
"Did you find him, mother?" N ettie criea rush- had time to call the attention of her companion
to the horseman, when from over a little . ridge a
ing to her, as she brought her horse to a halt.
"No," was the reply. "But I fear that some- number of cowboys appeared. They were not more
thing dreadful is going to happen. The cowboys than two hundred yards "behind the fugitive, for
of Buckhorn Ranch have discovered that cattle such he undoubtedly was, and just then theu'were stolen during the night, and they are hot on yells came faintly to the ears of the two girls.
Nettie's face turned pale.
the trail of the thieves."
"My father!" she exclaimed. "They are after
"Calm yourself, Mrs. James," Arietta spoke
up, as she .laid a !-\and upon the woman's shoulder. him."
,
"Who are vou ?" came the reply.
"Keep cool," advised Young Wild West's sweet- '
"This is Miss Arietta Murdock, the sweetheart heart, not showing the least sign of excitement.
of . Young Wild West, who owns Buckhorn "I rather think we can head them off. Come on."
Ranch," Nettie explained hurriedly.
Their horses _were turned slightly to the left,
Then sh,e went on to tell in as few words as and then they went galloping like the wind , to
possible how Wild and Arietta had come there overtake the fugitive rider and intercept his purwith Hem:y Richards, her lover, and the conver- suers. Arietta could see that the horseman had
sation that had followed before the two left them. been wounded, for I\S they gradually neared him
a bandage could be seen about his head, which
Mrs. James brightened up considerably.
"If Young Wild ·west said he would save your was minus a hat. Il.e had a pretty good horse,
father, · Nettie, you need have no further fear. and was easily holding his distance between the
Enough has beri told me of this boy to make me pursuing cowboys, and this encouraged Young
feel absolutely certain th~t he will always do as Wild West's sweetheart greatly. Occasionally she
would turn · to her companion, who was a slight
he says."
Arietta now looked at the horse the woman distance behind her, and give utterance to words
had been riding. She found that the animal, .:,f encouragement. Nettie was keeping up branty,
though no doubt it had been ridden quite hard and when she saw Arietta unsling her rifle &t.<'
became convinced that the girls meant to u,.oot
for a short distance, was comparatively fresh.
"Nettie," she said, turning to th:'! rustler's the Buckhorn cowboys before she woald pumtt.
daughter, "you come with me. Something tells them to harm the rustler. Not a word did a~.M
me that' we are going to assist in saving your say, and on they went. The place Ben James
was heading for was a rocky stretch of land that
father. Come!"
"No. no!" protested the mother. Nettie is alto- bordered the very gully in which stood the log
gether too timid for anything like that. It seems shanty, though it was fully two miles below it.
There was not much in the way of vegetation
she can't get herself used to the rough ways of
there, but rocks abounded on all sides,· and there
Texas."
"I'll go, mother," the girl spoke up, in a tone was quite a high hill with scraggy bushes on
of voice that told that she had decided upon. do- all sides, and there was quite a high hill with
ing so. Never fear. As long as I am in the com- scraggy bushes adorning it in patehes.
Arietta knew perfectly well that the rustler's.
pany of Young Wild West's sweetheart things
intention was to get there and ·hide from his
will surely go right."
The mother protested a little, but quickly gave pursuers. She knew they would be able to reach
in, and then the two girls mounted, Arietta sling- the spot as quic~ly as he did, and then it would

Arietta sympathized greatly with the girl, and
she did her best to encourage her, at the same
time assuring her that she knew positively that
Young Wild West wouLd not see harm come to her
rustler father.
If your
"You say you have three horses.
father took one and your mother the other, there
.
·
must be one left."
"Yes, but that ho.se is lame, and hardly fit for

-I
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be but a few seconds before the pursuers would
arriv.e. She looked over her shoulder, and when
she saw Young Wild West with Richards coming
. fully a mile away, the girl became greatly encouraged. Then right behind the cowboys three
more riders suddenly appeared. They were Cheyenne Charlie, Jim Dart and Hoss Thompson. ·
"Nettie," the girl called out, for the rustler's
daughter was nearly ten yards behind her, "don't
worry. Have no fear. Your father will not be
harmed."
Three minutes later the two girls were within
a hundred yards of the fugitive, who h~ seen
them coming and recognized his daughter. He
slackened the pace of his horse, and then as if
undecided what to do, he shouted the name of his
daughter and then turned toward some, rocks and
quickly · disappeared from view. The two girls
rode up to the spot and SJI.W that he had dismounted. He was nearly exhausted, too, and was
half lying beneath an overhanging rock. Nettie
dismounted and ran to him, and the next minute
the two were clasped in each other's arms.
Arietta quickly turned her horse and rode out
to meet the pursuing cowboys.
"Stop where you are I" she shouted, commandingly. Instantly the men reined in their horses.
"You must not harm that. man," the girl said,
,
as she rode up to them.
"Miss Arietta," one of the. cowboys said, as
politely as he could, "that feller is a rustler. We
caught a bunch of 'em red-handed. They had six
of our steers with 'em. Four of the boys -h as
got the rest of the bunch, an' this old feller
got away. He's Ben James, an' lives up in the
gully in a · log shanty."
"I know who he is, but you must not to:uch
him."
Then the girl looked over her shoulder and saw
Young Wild West ai;id the foreman coming less
than a hundred yards away. She knew she had
won out, for the cowboys certainly would hardly
iittempt to go any further for a while, anyhow.
I Up came the young deadshot, and then Arietta
quickly explained matters.
"That's all right boys," Wild said, in his cool
and easy way. "We are going to have a square
·
deal in this affair."
CH2\PTER X.-The Square Deal.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart had not been at
all disappointed because they were not invited to
go with Wild, Arietta and the cowboy foreman.
But they felt that if they chose to take a ride
out upon the range themselves they were at
liberty to ao so, so it was not long after the departure of the young deadshot and his sweetheart
when they mounted their horses and rode leisurely away from the ranch.
They did not take the same direction the others
had gone, but rode straight out, and when they
had covered about five miles they came upon a
somewhat starling sight.
Half a dozen cowboys who undoubtedly belonged on the ranch were riding furiously around
a big bunch of cattle after six horsemen.
The distance :Was not so great that Charlie and
Jim could not see who the men who were being
pursued iwere.
They reco&nized them right aay as Pick Jarvis

-

and his four pards, but did not know the sixth
.
man.
"Somethin's wrong, Jim!" the scout exclaimed.
"I reckon we had oetter git out there."
Jim gave a nod and then they changed their
course a little, and soon found they would be able
to cut off the six horsemen who seemed to be
.trying hard to get away from the cowboys.
They succeeded admirably i:Q doing this, and the
result 'Was that five minutes later revolvers were
cracking, for the six men had found that they had
no chance to get away, owing to the fact that
Charlie and Jim liad intercepted them.
Several shots were fired and then one of the
horsemen, who happened to be the man Young
Wild West's partners did not know, rode away
from the rest, his horse going at a furious pace:Charlie and Jim rode up in time to see three of
the men surrendering.
The other two had been shot, and were lying
upon the ground at a distance of two or three
hundred yards apart.
"What's the trouble here, boys?" Jim Dart
called out, as he rode up to the excited cowboys.
"Rustlers," came the quick reply. "We caught
'em dead to rights. They had six of our steers.
It's Pink Jarvis an' his ga~. Jest the ones 'We
thou~ht was doin' the rustlin ."
"T1e them up, then!" exclaimed Jim, and he
guickly. dismounted and taking the lariat from the
horn of his saddle, started in to do it himself.
"One of 'em got away. It's old Ben James,
what lives in the gully," a cowboy said, excitedly.
"Come on, some of you. Let's git after him."
Four of the men followed him, and the pursuit.,
of the escaping rustler began.
Jim, with the assistance of one of the cowboys,
was not long in binding the three surviving
rustlers securely:, and just as they had finished
the job three more cowboys belonging to the
,
ranch rode up.
They had seen the fight at a distance, and
eagerly inquired all about it.
Charlie and Jim listened to the explanations the
cowboys gave, and they were satisfied that they
were telling the truth.
Anyhow, the six steers were pointed out.
They had been frightened when the rustlers
were surprised, anq had run off close to a water
.
hole some distance away.
Charlie, altways eager to learn all the particulars that could be obtained, turned his attention
to Pick Jarvis who was pointed out to 'him as the
leader by one of the men, and said:
"Now then, I reckon you had better make a
clean breast of this business."
"There-ain't nothin' to say," came the reply,
while the man looked around defj.antly. "We was
caught red-handed, an' that's all there is to it. I
don't care what you do with me. I kin die game,
jest as I've always lived. Young Wild West
knocked the dickens out of me yesterday, but that
don't say that_I wouldn't be ready to tackle him
ag'in. But if I've ~ot to go to prison, or if I've
got to be lynched, 1t don't make no difference to
me. I'm jest as game as anything what ever
lived. . If it will do you any good I'll tell you that
we've been stealin' a lot of cattle, an' twe've made
a pile of money out of it. These fellers has shot
two of my men, an' I s'pose that's about the best
thing what could have happened to 'em. I'd jest
as lief be shot right now."
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"Boys," the scout said, nodding to the cow- lowing day, so they all rode away, and in due
boys who had remained, "I'm going to leave it to time got back to the ranch, finding that the cowyou to take charge of these here fellers. Don't you boys had conducted the three prisoners there and
let 'em git away from you on no account. We'll had also carried in the bodies of the two who had
- been s~ain in the fight. Before the day was over
ride over an' help ketch the other feller."
Charlie and Jim went galloping away, for they the prisoners had been turned over to the sheriff
'
·
knew it was perfectly safe to leave the prisoners and the dead buried.
"I reckon ~his will wind up the rustling busiwith the cowboys.
They kept on riding, and finally came to the ness for a while, anyhow," Young Wild West said,
after thev had eaten supper that night and were
spot -where Arietta halted the cowboys.
Then when they saw Wild and the foreman sitting comfortably on the porch.
"Say, Wild," Arietta said, as she came over to
-.riding up they lost- no time in getting there.
They heard what Wild said about the rustler, him. "I have .iust been thinking of something.''
"What is it, little.. gi"rl ?"
and wondered what it all meant. ·-The cow.boys
"Why can't we induce the foreman to have..his
had dismounted. and Wild and- the foreman did
likewise. Charlie and Jim remained in t:J,.P. sad- wedding take place here on the ranch?"
"By jingo! I reckon that can be easily mandle, for they could not quite understand what was
aged, Et. I'll see about it in the morning."
going on.
All hands were more than pleased at Arietta's
"Wild." the scout said, as he looked at the boy
in surprise, "that feller over there with the gal sugg1:stion,. and the res1;11t wa_s that the following
is the worst one of the lot. He's the real leader mornmir · Richards was mterviewed and consented
of the rustlers. an'. I reckon he's got to be took to the proposition, with the proviso if his sweetheart was willing, About the middle of the forean' sent to prison."
"Never mind the prison," cried one of the cow- noon Nettie came riding ove_r, and before she had
boys; who was very angry. The thing to do is to been _there an hour it was all arranged that the
wedd~ng should take place the following day. The
.
lynch him!" Come on, boyii!"
At this Young Wild . West's sweetheart ran mauiage took place the following day, and Arifrom the girl and her father, her hand uplifted. etta declared it was a fitting climax to th.e ad"You must not let them lynch him, Wild!" · venture which she chose to call Young Wild ·
._
Arietta cried, as the young deadshot made a West's Square Deal.
spurt and reached the spot.
Next week's issue will contDin "YOUNG WILD
"All right, little girl," was the reply. "I
reckon he'll have a square deal."
WEST STOPPING A 'GHOST DANCE'; OR,
"Now then. Mr. James, I want you to tell the THE CHARGE OF THE GALLANT 6TH."
boys your story. Don't make it too long. Just
speak it out and be right to the point.'-'
The old man'.s lips trembled, but a few whisBUUllf DOLL--11_111~~
pered words from his daughter encouraged him
.,,.t SPARKLING..RINfi lrft&!§j
to go ahead. He told the same story he had reinlistening
lated to Henry Richards, all hands
tently. When he had finished he burst into a
flood of tears, and Arietta assisted Netti'e to com.
fort him.
"Well, boys," the young deadshot said, "I hardIv think it is necesary to say anything about this
man in conn~ction with the cattle stealing.- that's
been going on. You have got .the. leader of the
bunch, so you say, and two of them have been
shot. I reckon that will be about all."
, ll2 l\llll St.,
. Concord Jct., l\lass.
The boy was cheered roundly, and the cowboys
all shook his hand. Charlie examined the wound
on the old man's head and found it very slight.
"You're all right, old feller," he said, as he
Make Secret· Investigations
tied the bandage again. "You go on home to
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your wife an' thank your stars that you're rid
Fascinating work. Excellent opportuof the scoundrel what's been makin' you do things
nity. Experience unnecessary. Partic,,
ag'in your will. Jest 'cause you made a mistake
ulars free. Write:
once in your life don't say that you have got to
keep on doin' it. But I sorter think you was a fool
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for lettin' him-boss vou in that way. But I ain't
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goin' to say no more about that now. Go on.
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Here's your daughter, an' here's the feller they
say is goin' to marry· her. I reckon he'll go with
you."
"Come on, boys. We'll go over and look after
the prisoners and the two dead ones. Young Wild
West called out. "Come on, little girl.''
The last was said to Arietta, who was at that
moment in the act of mounting her horse. But
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before she left the spot she rode over and clasped
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The girl promised to surely pay a visit the fol-
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ON THE LEVEL
--or--

The Boy Who Was Honest
By DICK ELLISON
CHAPTER IV.-(Continu ed.)
"Am I?" growled Thorley. "Well, · I had to
keep an appointment at Bill Blake.' s place. We
talked over plans for securing the nomination of
our representativ e in the next caucus. Things
have been going hard lately, but we'll win out.
Give me something to eat."
Mrs. Thorley placed food on the table. In silence Thorley partook of it.
All the while · Cliff, in the next room, waited.
Not until his stepfather had finished did he make
•
action.
'fhen he arose and . walked into the k1tchen.
Thorley, sitting at the table, cast his gaze upon
him. His brow grew black as a thunder-cloud .
"You!" he gritted. "I've been waiting to get
a word with you."
"And I'm ready to talk with you," said Cliff,
quietly. "I have much to say to you."
"Oh, r,ou have, eh?"
"'Yes.'
"Well, what have you to say? I'll listen to you

first."

"You are not my father," said Cliff, looking
Thorley squarely in the eye, ''but you are my
mother's husband. She has been a true and devoted wife to you. She stands ready to make any
sacrifice for you. I think it but fair that you
should do as much for 'her."
Thorley's lean fingers worked convulsively.
"What are you driving at?" he demanded.
"Haven't I always pi:ovided for her and her brats,
which are no flesli of mine? Hain't she always
had a good h,ome?"
Cliff glanced about the wretched room. Then
he said, softly:
"I am not going to reproach you. I am simply
going to try and reason with you. There are other
things that a good wife requires of her husband."
"Indeed! May I ask what?"
"That he shall not be a drunkard, for one thing.
That he shall not keep the company of danger9us
crooks, for another thing. That his life shall be
an honest and open one before the world. I am
talking to you strictly on the level."
For a moment Thorley glared· at Cliff.
"So that's your game, is it?" he hissed. "You
want to balk me. I am on the road to fortune. I
know what a fool you are, with your notions of
honesty. I want to tell you that there ain't an
honest man in New York. You can't get rich
honestly. Thar ain't an honest man in this country from ther president down but what is a pau-

pef.i' don't

believe that," cried . Cliff, in ringing
tones. "Evil-minded men have told you that. It
is not true, but if it were true I would rather
live on bread and water all my life than accept
·
·
dishonest riches."

"You're a fool!" sneered Thorley. "I want to
tell you, though, that you're not to interfere with
my pusiness. YOU ins°!llted. a man who is backing
me m my plans by tellmg him that he was a thief
•
His name is Desmond-- "
"And he is a thief," cried Cliff, resolutely. "It
is the truth."
T~orley sat _for a mome;t1t looking at his stepson m a scowling way. Finally he said·
"What's that to you or me1 He ca~ put me
in the way of a fortune--"
•
"Honestly?"
"Confound your honesty," snarled Thorley.
What's the use of arguing with a fool. I'll have
nothing more to do with you, but remember if
you spoil my game it'll be the worse for you!'/
" "Listen, st_e pfather," said Cliff, appealingly,
stop and thmk a moment. You cannot realize
what you are doing. I beg of iou to give it all
up. Mother and Elsie and I will do everything
to make you happy. I am working now and I
will work with you to get us a home of dur own
where we may be away from this sort of life.
Where · we may live for better things and for a
nappier end. See how much better it will be.-Life
is short; why not live· i-t well and for true ends?
You are not -b ad. It is your desire to rise in the
_world, ~nd ~ou have fo?nd hon~st toil a slow way
of gettm_g- rich. But riches gamed by dishonesty "
are riches with wings. Do not let these bad men
drag you down. Promise us that you will have
nothing to do with them."
Mrs. Thorley, sobbing, placed an arm about her
husband's neck. Little Elsie crept upon Thorley's
knee. Cliff reached over and grasped the man's
,,
.
nerveless hand.
. For a ~oment Thorley sat looking at the opposite wall m a blank, set way. The expression on
his face was ghastly.
Slowly he drew a deep breath, like a man who
has come up from a deep dive. He turned his
gaze upon his wife. Then he looked at· Cliff in•
tently.
"You spoke the truth, boy," he said "when you
said I was not all bad. It may be that I am in
the wrong, but you are only a boy. You know ,_
nothing of the world. You have never had to
face it as I have, and feel the sting and curse of
poverty. · When a · man richer than I am, but no
better, grinds me under his heel an' makes me feel
his power, it stirs ther hate in my bosom, and I
long for the power to fl.in_g- it back at him. Oh,
I've tried hard. I was honest once. I fought the
world hard, but they wouldn't give me a chance.
Mind you, I don't intend to rob any one, but I've
got a political pull just now that will yield ma
ten thousand dollars. Think of it! That's a fortune to us. Let me get the money and I'm done.
I promise ye it will be ther last job I'll do, and
we'll get away into a new country and begin a
new life."
Thorley's voice br oke, and he bowed his head
upon his arms.
CHAPTER V.
The Deed Of A Villain.
For a time there was silence in the dingy little
kitchen of the fl.at. Thorley was deeply affected.
for his strong frame quivered -v iolently.
Cliff continued to hold his stepfather's hand
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in a firm grasp. He felt that he was gaining a
victory, and he must not let it slip away from
him. No word was spoken until finally Thorley
raised his head and ,drew Elsie up into his arms.
"You have my word for it," he continued.
"When I get the money tliey have promised me,
I am done.forever. We will then try to find happiness, ancf'll show ye thatlackson.Thorley ain't
a bad man at heart."
·
"Father," said Cliff, softly, "you have made us
' very happy. But why accept this money so dishon_estly gained--"
"Eh?" exclaimed Thorley. "Why, boy, I would
be a fool not to take it. lt does not come from any
game of graft. The money will be paid me by
men who are millionaires and can afford it."
"But is it honestly gained?"
Thorley hesitated and bit his lip. For a moment his gaze roved around the room. Then he
looked at Clift' and said:
"From your standpoint it ain't."
"Then don't touch a cent of it," cried Cliff, in
ringing .tones. "I tell you they are only making
a tool of you, and it is dangerous work. Throw
it back in their faces. I'll work my finger ends
off for you. We will win an honest fortune together, and then--"
Thorley put up his hand.
"Too late!" he said.
"Too late?"
"Yes, the job is already done. .7'hey have
agreed to bring the money to me here tonight."
For a moment Cliff felt faint. He passed a
hand across his brow and tried to think clearly.
"I'll tell ye what the job was," said T!i,orley,
in a low tone, and ]J>oking furtively at the door.
"You see, a certain assemblyman came to me with _
the plan. It is decided to secure a c~a~r _for
railroad rights in New York by certam millionaires. One man, who is a power in the State Senate has opposed it. He is rich, but he loves
m-0:iey and has sold his influence in times past.
:It is necessary to git his influence. One hundred
and fifty thousand dollars was raised, an' I was
selected ter approach him an' place ther money in
his hands. It was a ticklish job, for he might
turn around and hand~ over to the law. No,, )>ody could be found ter do it, but Dal Desmond
got me ter take ther job, an' I was promised ten
thousand dollars. I took ther check fer one hundred and fifty thousand dollars to Stephen Watson and--"
"Stephen Watson!" cried Cliff. "He is Gerald's
father!"
.
.
"Yes I reckon so. Well; he accepted 1t, and
has pr~mised to use his influence as requested.
Desmond will be here tonight with the ten thousand, and that will be a fortune for us-a fortune."
.
Thorley had straightened up, and his e):eS
burned feverishly. Cliff sat for a moment quite
overcome with horror.
"My soul!" he exclaimed, in a low, tense vo!ce,
"that was bribery! Under the law such a th1~g
as political bribery is punishable by a term m
State's prison."
Thorley shrugged his shoulders and laughed,
discordantly.
"I suppose it is," he said, "but it won't be
known. Why, the thing is done nearly every day
in the year."
"I don't know about that," said Cliff with a
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shiver. "I'm only a boy, and I don't know much
about politics or the law, but Stephen Watson is
rich, and why should he want to risk' his reputa- .
tion by accepting a bribe?"
_
"Well, he accepted it," said Thorley, with
something like a thrill of pride in his voice. "I
did what nobo~ else was ever able to do."
"Are you sure that his acceptance was sincere? Might it not have be~n a pretext to entrap
those concerned in the deal?"
Thorley grew sickly pale.,
"Pshaw!" he said, harshly, "what's the use of
making a mountain out of a mole-hill? If that
was so, Desmond and others would have to suffer
as well as me."
"Don't you believe it," cried Cliff. "They would
make you the Scat,egoat. All would be laid on
you. Oh, I beg of you not to accept one penny
of that money. Saye yourself from the law and
save your honor."
"And throw away ten thousand dollars? Do
you think I am a fool?"
·
Cliff bowed his head in his hands. It was to him
a horrible nightmare. A dark foreboding was in
his mind.
He saw that the lust for money had overruled
all else in the mind of his stepfather. Td reason
with him would have been of little avail.
And while Cliff was thus ponderuig upon a plan
to avert the evil there came a rap on the door.
At once Thorley started up. Cliff held his
breath-a moment in anxiety. Mrs. Thorley opened
the flat door.
A .messenger boy stood there. Ife handed a
message to Mr. Thorley, who signed for it, and
the boy departed. The ·message was for Thorley.
"What's up?" he muttered, hoarsely. "Has
anything gone wrong?"
Then he opened the message and read it. 'fhe
paper dropped from his nerveless fingers, and he
reeled against the table and sank into his chair.
"Lost(" he gasped, hoarsely. "It's all up! Fate
is always agin me ! I never can succeed!"
Cliff picked up the message and read:
"To JACKSON THORLEY-Skip while there is
.time. Watson has turned money and all over to
the police. Desmond has peached to save himself.
I am off for the West. Burn this. Yours,
"BREEN."
Mrs. Thorley gave a wild cry of despair and
flung her arms about her husband's neck.
"Oh, they shall not do it!" she screamed. "They
shall not take you away, Jackson! You are not
the one to suffer! They made a tool of you! They
shall not do it!"
Cliff tried to quiet Elsie,who was in a panic of
fear. It was the hardest moment of the boy's
life.
The thought of his stepfather going to prison
was a horrible one. The awful disgrace could
never be lived down. Cliff experienced a sense of
suff-0cation.
But after the first shock of the revelation a
change came over Thorley. ~e was very pale,
but calm and -determined.
"There is no hope," he said, plainly. "I have
no one ter blame but myself. It's no use for me
to go West, for I haven't got the money to pa7
my fare. I've irot to stay here and face the mu•
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sic. It is too late to be sorry, but I here register
a solemn oath! I'll never drink another glass of
liquor, I'll never do another dishonest act in my
life. When my prison term expires I'll hunt that
traitor Desmond to earth, an' he shall pay for his
treachery to the full extent of the law. for there
are crimes enough charged against him to, if
proven, send him to jail for the rest of his life."
"Give me your hand, stepfather," cried Cliff,
with fervor. "You have done wrong, but you are
not altogether to blame."
"Thank ye, Cliff," said the stricken man, with
deep emotion. "I was led into this thing, but I'll
face it like a ·man and--"
He ceased speaking. There came, a sharp rap
on the door. Cliff opened it.
·
Desmond, with a cold smile unon hii; rlark face,
stood there. Behind him were wo thickset, welldressed men.
"We have come to see Jackson Thodey," ·said
Desmond, entering the fl.at. "An' there you are,
Thorley! I want to introduce you to Mr. Clark
and Mr. Small. They wish to see you on a little
matter of business. Perhaps you'd better send
your family into the next room."
"The family will remain here," said Cliff, firmly. "While there is little worth stealing here,
yet I, for one, shall remain in this room until you
at least, shall have gone.'!
_ .
The two detectives, for such they wert!, stared
at Cliff in curious surprise. Desmond turned and
said:
.
"That's the boy who was in the basement of
Carlton's house with the butler, and who tried to
put up a job and lay the robbery onto me. It's
' the -matter I spoke to you about as worthy of investigation."
·
The detective nodded comprehensively , and one
of them said :
"We understand. It shall be attended to.''
Jackson Thorley faced his visitors in a calm
manner. He gave Desmond a glance of contemptuous scorn.
"I understand what ye're here for, Desmond,"
he said. "Ye're saving your own neck at my expense. Ye're a coward and a traitor.''
"Oh, so that's your game?" sneered Desmond.
"You want to bring me into the scrape. That
won't help you. I can prove that I had nothing
to do with it. I am an honest man.''
"You speak a falsehood!" cried Cliff, hotly.
"You are a burglar, and--"
"Hold on," said one of the detectives, harshly.
"We're not interested in yciur personal quarrel.
We have here a warrant for the arrest of Jackson
Thorley, accused of political bribery."
.·
"I am the man," said Thorley, stepping forward. The detectives slipped handcuffs upon him.
Mrs. Thorley, pale and faint, had sunk into a
chair. Elsie was weepin_g- bitterly.
"Ye will give- me a moment of time to say a
few words to this scoundrel before we go?" begged
T\J.orley.
"Well, make it short," sa\d the detective, roughly. Thorley faced Desmond, who returned his
gaze defiantly.
"I was an honest man till I fell in with you an'
your gang," said Thorley, in a tense voice. "If
ye have a spark of manhood left in ye, I ask ye
if ye think st·.ch treachery can go unpunished. I
shall serve a term ln prison. When ·1 come out
111 be a branded man. There's not much chance

for a convict, but I'll have one mission in life
that will be to square the account with you. Don't
forget it.''
Desmond's black · eyes glittered, but he said,
suavely:
"You've no right to feel hard against me. I
advised you not to go into the deal, anyway."
Thorley made no answer. He was rid from tlie
room by the detectives. Desmond stood a moment
by the door. When the detectives were out of
1
hearing he turned and in a low tone hissed:
"As for you, you young <;uh, k~p your eyes
peeled! You'll find hard going from this time on. -.
That's all.'' .
.
·
Cliff stood q_uivering with a man desire to fling
himself upon the villain. It was with the greatest difficulty that he wisely refrained.
He now had his hands· full in caring for his
mother and Elsie. Mrs. Thorley was prostrated.
A week .passed, and the events described in the
last chapter had been "thoroughly thrashed out in
tlie newspapers. Jackson Thorley, described as
a craftly politicaJ tool, had been indicted alone
for a crime which others were concerned but for
lack of evidence could not be prosecuted.
Thorlev had not done business direct with the
political ring, but through Desmond. As Desmond had ''peached," he ' was immune from prosecution. . The inside facts he chose to keep safely
locked in his breast.
~
In short, Thorlev was the scapegoat of the disgraceful jot, a11d upon him alone the heavy hand
of the law must fall.
. The length of the term of imprisonment could
be determined by the judge. It would be in view
of the most extenuating circumstances not fess·
than a year.
It had been a heavy blow to Mrs. Thorley, who
had stru_ggled for so many years al'\d against an
adverse fate to re_g-ain a foothold in the world. It
was all that Cliff could do to console her.
Cliff kept at work zealously in the little grocery
of Peter Schwartz. The kind-hearted German
· sympathized with him fully, and seemed disposed
to stand by him. But one day Schwartz called
Cliff into h,is office. There was a cloud upon his
blow. He held up .a letter.
"Read dot, my boy," he said. Cliff was stunned •
by the contents of the letter.
"MY DEAR MR. SCHWARTZ:-You will pardon me
for interesting myself in your affairs, but I have
been a customer of yours for many years, and I
don't like to think of transferring my custom elsewhere, but I fear I shall have to do so ij you retain a certain clerk in your employ. There is an
ugly rumor that Cliff Hall and the butler, Fitzgerald, whom the Carltons discharged, were the
real principals in the robbery of Mrs. Carlton's
jewels. It is alleged that Fitzgerald was gagged
and bound as a bluff. The detectives are working on this theory. In view of this fact, and the
criminal record of his family, we do not feel safe
to have your clerk visit our house. You may govern yourself accordingly, but we must state that
there are many others who share our views.
"Yours,
"A CUSTOMER."
Cliff was aghast. For a moment he knew not
what to do or say. He handed the letter to Mr.
Schwartz silently.
(To be continued.)
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THE "UNIVERSAL SOLVENT"
Among the many things sought by the alchemists of old was what was called the "universal
solvent"-an acid that would dissolve anything.
They even dropped their search for the "philosopher's .stone"-the material that would transmute metals into gold-to take up their search for
this solvent before which everything would yield .
They seemed to forget that-·if any one found a
universal solvent he would have nothing to keep
it in! Ohviously, if a substance would dissolve
anything, no container would hold it. Now comes
the interesting question: What would happen if
some one discovered this universal solvent? Would
a drop of it dissolve the whole world? Or what
would happen? There have been many discussions on this subject. .While it verges on the edge
of metaphysics we present it here in case some
of our readers who may be philosophically inclined might like to discuss the question of what
would happen if some one actually made a uni,
,, .
versa! solvent

.

___________
LAUGHS

At a children's party a strange child was introduced to the tiny hostess with injunctions as to
his entertainment. With a superb dignity the
suggestions were checked by: "My dear, I have
played with children all my life."
"Remember, my son," said a fond but practical
father, "that if you would succeed in life you
must begin at the bottom and work up." "In
everything, father?" asked the young hopeful.
"Yes, my son." "But, father, suppose I started to
dig a well?"

J>IE~EATING RACE IN SING SING FEATURES ANNUAL FIELD DAY
A pie-eating contest by twelve men with their
hands tied behind their backs was one of the features of the annual field day of Sing Sing prisA ·dignified senator declined to follow the preoners on September 6. The contest was won by vailing
Washington -fashion and learn golf. It
Carlo Garcia, who received a $5 cash prize. ·
for the caddy. Striking
Thomas Williams, a "trusty," who weighs 250 :was a distressing time the
great man made the
pounds, won the fat man's race; "Red" Sexton, too low with his iron,
the baseball team's star player, won the 100-yard dirt fly. "What have I hit?" With infinite scorn
dash; Jeremiah Sullivan captured the trophy in the boy replied, "De District of Columbia."
the handball contest, and Frank Morris took a
prize for jumping.
A child of strict parents, whose greatest joy had
The Mutua1 Welfare League's athletic commit- ihitherto been the week1y prayer meeting, was
tee had charge of the program.
taken by its nurse to the circus for the first time.
When he came home, he exclaimed: "Oh, mamma,
STEAM RESERVOIRS.
if you once went to the ci11cus you'd never, never
It is of course the usual thing for a city to go to prayer meeting again in all your life."
have a few reserve reservoirs to guard against
· terru~tion of the water supply, but a Swedish
"Do you remember," asked the young lawyer
city has extended the principle, having constructsaid I would never
ed two steam reservoirs. These are two large and promoter, "that you Ionce
road toTiches
iron tanks, holding a reservoir supply of steam be rich?" I rather think am on the not
be rich,"
for the city's hydro-electric plant. Enough is at last," "I never said you would
would
held here to operate the generators for an hour answered the elderly cynic. "I only said you
never have any money of your own, and I still say
-c>r more.
.
The tanks are filled to within 90 per cent of so."
their capacity with water raised to a temperature
An Irishman out of work applied to the boss of
eonsiderably above what its boiling point would
be in the open air. W11en steam is drawn off a/ repair shop in Detroit. When the Celt had stated
moz,e is instantly available. A relatively small his qualifications for a "job," the ·superintendent
boiler is sufficient to keep the accumulators began quizzing him a bit. Starting quite at ranc'harged and ready for service. The insulation is dom, he asked: "Do you know .anything about
such that heat losses are negligible even in low carpentry?" "Sure." "Do you know how to make
temperatures outdoors. Automatic valves keep a Venetian blind?" "Sure, I'd poke me finger in
his eye.'.'
ihe pressure in the tanks constant.

I
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ONLY A DREAM
We were students together in Freiburg, or to
speak nearer the truth, we were there in order to
study, but I fear we passed more time out in the
woods with rod and gun than we did in the lecture
room. ·
The little town of Feiburg is situated on the
borders of the Black Forest, whose high hills, covered with dense pine or beechwood, nearly surrounded the city.
·
Often during beautiful summer days, when the
other students listened, half asleep, to Professor
Gruenling discoursing Roman law, or to Professor Epasen talking learnedly about the chemicals, ·we would ·be out in the woods after the
trout in some of the brooks that came tumbling
recklessly down from the hills to join the Dreisam
in its flow. to the Rhine, or hunting geological
specimens along the cliffs, or botanizing in the
woods.
Having two weeks' vacation one summer, we
determined to take a long tramp through the
woods and visit some of the ruined castles, especially the ruins of Falkenstein Castle, of which
one of our companions had often told us.
After tramping about in the woods for two .
days, we stopped to pass the night-with one of
those charcoal-burners whose huts are found scattered all through the Black Forest.
The old charcoal-burner' s ' daughter, Gretchen,
was so pretty and made such an impression upon
our soft schoolboy hearts, th?-t I should like to
describe her somewhat.
She seemed to be about eighteen years old, her
face almost as brown as the beechnuts about us,
sparkling brown eyes and a lovely little mouth,
around the corners of which the smiles seem to
be playing hide and seek, pretty hands, and dainty
little feet, in the neatest wooden shoes imaginable.
Such was Gretchen, our Black Forest fairy. After
our frugal supper the ol<;l. charcoal-burner produced three long pipes and tobacco, and Gretchen
a large jug of home-brewed beer, and then we
sat and talked and smoked, and Gretchen sang
those . soft, plaintive melodies that can be heard
only in Germany.
·
When the charcoal-burner heard that we_ intended to pass the next night in the ruins of Falkenstein Castle,. he became alarmed, it seemed,
and advised us not do it.
The place was haunted, he said.
Baron Falkenstein had led a wicked life there
many years ago; for maltreating his· wife, he became enga~ed in a quarrel with his son, high
words ensued, swords were drawn, and in the fight
that followed the father was instantly killed,
while the son died from his wounds in a few
hours, and the wife was found some days afterwards roami11g about·the woods insane.
Such was the story he told us; the ghosts of all
three were said to haunt the cast1e and have quite
a high time · every night.
·
Gretchen also bade us not to go to the castle,
above all not to sleep in the ruins, adding that
poachers and other rough characters often pass
the night there, and we might get into trouble
with them.
Her father gave her an angry loqk, as it seemed

to me, and told her to be quiet, and that the
stories about poachers were all idle talk.
It was when we retired, and owing to the strong
tobacco, the homebrewed beer, and the talk about
ghosts, our reflections were not very pleasant.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

It was late the next morning when we rtached
the ruins, situated in· a na'l'row valley.
•
High hills surrounded it on all sides. No sound
was heard except the wind whistling drearily
among the tree-tops. Even the birds seemed to
have deserted the place. We walked around the
castle, but could find no open door; all were secur~ly bo_lted or naile~ up. At last my friend
Muir espied a small pme tree growing near an
opening that had once been a window. Instantly
we slimbed up, and in a iew minutes were inside the ruins. We explored all the rooms, and,
saw indications of desolation everywhere. Upon
the floors of the lower rooms grass was growing,
and quite a stately little pine tree grew in the
yard where its roots had uplifted the heavy flagging. One door on the low floor we could not
open. As it seemed to lead to the vaults or cellar
we paid no further attention to it, Muir merely
remarking that perhaps the ghosts retired down•
there to pass the day.
Having thoroughly explo1·ed the place, we set
about preparing our bed for the night. As bedroom we selected a small room that seemed· to
have been the warder's room in times gone by,
as it was just above where the drawbridge had
been. The large iron rings through which the
chains , of the drawbridge had passed were still
in the wall.
Cutting some bushes in the yard, we placed
them on the floor of this room between a huge
stone bench and the wall. These bushes we covered with grass and leaves, spread our blankets
over the whole, and our bed was ready. After
our evening pipe had been smoked we went to
bed, and tired from walking, ere soon asleep.
I had only been sleeping an hour or so--so it
seemed to me-when I was awakened by hearing
a door below being closed with a loud noise.
"Aha!" thought I, "now for some fun. The
whole ghost family is coming."
But when I heard steps ascending the stairs,
and when the tramping noise ceased just in front
of the room in which we were, it did not seem
quite as funny. When voices commenced speaking, the fun seemed to depart very suddenly. A
first-class f.uneraf couldn't be more solemn.
"Oh, they're not here," said one voice. "Old
Hans had told them such a terrible ghost story
about the place that they'd be afraid to come. The
old man said that they were much frightened at
the story alone."
"I'll walk through, anyway, and have a look,"
said another, "and tlien to business."
.
With this I heard one of them walking off, the
other-there seemed to be only two, judging by
the voices-remaine d standing in front of our
room.
"Well, they may be somewhere," said one;
"those youths are very curious and prying."
· "If they are here, and bother us, they'll stay
here," added the other significantly.
In a few moments the other returned, saying
that he had found nothing suspicious; the three
then left, and all was dark and quiet again. I did
not know what to do; should I waken Muir, and
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with him try to steal out quietly, or should we remain where we were? I at last · concluded that
the last would be the safest. The men would n ot
think of going through the castle again, but
would depa rt as soon as they had finished the
business that took them there. But how long
·
would they stay? What were they doing?
Half a n hour passed, and as I could stand the
suspense no longer, I l'esolved to venture forth
and see what was to be s een. I arose without
.awakening Muir, and went to the door. All was
, dark and quiet. I passed slowly from one room to
the other. Nothing was to be seen. At last, on
the lower floor, I came into the room in which the
closed door was. It stood open. Our ghosts, instead of coming up out of the depths, had gone
down.
I went to the door; a flight of stairs was before
me. Carefully I went down the stairs to the room
below; the flooring was old, the boards warped ..
Through the cracks a faint liglit shone. I could
hear heavy blows as of a hammer upon an anvel.
There was a room below, and in this room were
the men. Carefully I knelt down upon the floor
and looked through the cracks. In one corner of
the room there was a small forge, a bright fire
burning upon it.
Various machines were standing about. Upon
~ a table several bars of bright metal were lying,
while at one end of the table there was a small
heap of gold coins. I saw through it all now;
the "ghosts" that inhabited the ruins were counterfeiters. I arose to leave the room and arouse
Muir, that we might escape. I stepped upon ·a
loose board, and it made a startling noise. I
heard the men below swear and jump to the stairs.
I sprang up also, stepped too heavily upon a
rotten board, which gave way, and I partly fell
through the opening.
Before I could extricate myself I was caught
and dragged into the room below. One of the
men left the room and soon returned with Muir.
Then the three deliberated what should be done
with us. One wanted to kill us immediately, but
the others wished to lock us in one of the dun·
geons and leave us there.
"We have . plenty of money," said one; "let us
lock these two meddlers in one of the dungeons;
we can send a messa ge to one of the charcoalburners to come and let them out. In the meantime we can be out of the country. I shall take
Gretchen and go to America."
The youngest of the three did not like this
proposition.
"We are just beginning to earn money," he
said. "Let us rap them on the head and throw
them into one of the dungeons. No one saw them
come here but old Hans and Gretchen, and they
will never tell."
They debated a long time, getting more and
more excited. At last the youngest seized a hammer and, crying, "I'll soon settle it!" struck a
blow at me.
I threw up my arm 'and parried it. Grasping
his arm, I struggled with him, crying:
"Help-help, Gretchen!"
My
A second blow was truer to its aim.
weak arm was borne down, and the heavy hammer struck me upon the head. Without a groan
I sank upon the floor. Darkness came before
f
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my E;Yes, countless wheels seemed to be revol;ing
w1thm my head. When I returned to consciousness again, I stared about in a dazed, sleepy way
'
and heard Muir say:
"See here, old fellow, if you want to dream
about Gretch~n, _and groan and · splutter about,
I have no obJection whatever, but if you try to
pull my head off, I'll strike back."
It had all been a dream. We were both in the
charcoal-burner's cabin yet .
In the morning they all had a good laugh at
my expense. •
The old charcoal-burner muttered:
"Young blood-young blood!"
~ut Gretchen shook her head rougishly, and
said:
"Home-brewed beer-home-brewed beer."
250 ANIMALS PERISH IN FIRE-TRAINER
DIES WITH KANGAROO
Crazed with fear, 250 birds and beasts, brought
from forest and field to be confined in a manmad~ civi_lization .be.cause of their superior animal mtelhgence, perished recently in ~ fire which
swept the two upper floors of a theatrical storage warehouse and boarding "ark" at Nos. 609-11
West Forty-sixth street, New York City.
1:hree men _with thei_r ~u.man intelligence fought
futilely to still the pnmitive fears of their pets.
One of them, Thomas Collins, sixty died in
!he effort to save his vaudeville partne'r, a boxmg kangaroo. The charred bodies of the two
troupers were found lying side by side.
Two others, Albert Friend, owner of teri trained
d,ogs valued at $200,000, and John Moore, Negro
keeper of 1:n educated Russian bear, were dragged
out by policemen whom they fought cursing with
~age at being frustrated in thei,r attempt to rush
·
mto the furnace.
Mme. Adelaide Hermann, the widow of "Herman the G,reat," internationally famous a decade
ago as the master of necromancy collapsed in
her suite at the Arlington Hotel ~hen told that
"Illusion," an animal act-all that was left her
by her late husband-had gone the way of many
other things of its kind.
Only "Magic," her nondescript white kitten
escaped. "Magic': and a small performing dog
leaped from a wmdow on the third · floor. FireDlE:n later toun~ a trained poodle and a wirehaired terrier pmned under a pile of wreckage
on t~e ground floor. These four were the only
survivors.
The victims represented the cream of educated
animal performers. on the. American stage. The ·
!oss, based on their earnmg capacity,· will run
mto hundreds of thousands of dollars. Among
hem ':ere Torcat's famou_s roosters.
Iromeally enough the fire, which gutted the
two upper floors of the warehouse, wa& man~ade, ~oo. It came f-rom an exploding still, pol~ce said. A search of the ruins disclosed portions of the copp~r "worm" and thirty-five gallon
cans, some of which smacked mightily of"alcohol.
The explosion shook the neighborhood, Firemen struggled for more than a hour before they
were able to place the. blaze under control. Inhabitants of nearby tenements were ordered out
as the flames threatened the surroundin21 hou,;es.
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CURRENT NEWS
,
FLOATIN G ISLAND
Mindanao, in the Philippine Islands, contains a
large lake of four hundred square miles in which
there are a number of floating islands. One of
these which is inhabited, is three-quar ters of a
mile in area, and shifts in obedience to the slightest alteration of the wind.
DYEING TREES
Magical experiment s have been made recently
by a scientist in the Maine woods, wno has been
coloring trees with indelible dyes. By a new
process he can transform an ordinary beech tree
into "rosewood, " says Popular Science Monthly,
and birch into - "mahogany ," which are said to
defy det.ection by expert lumber men and furni·
ture manufactu rers.
The coloring matter saturates the trees from
the outer surfaces to the hearts of the trunks.
In the process holes are bored at the base of the
trunk, and these serve as reservoirs for the dyes.
UNIDENT IFIED WOMAN DIES IN NIAGARA
·
LEAP
An unidentified woman, believed to have been
from Buffalo, was seen to climb the railing.abo ve
· Niagara Falls near Ptospect Point early ID the
afternoon recently and leap into the water, passing on over the falls.
The woman left a black cloth coat with fur
collar and a black satin hat on the shore. A baggage check issued by the Ne"( York Central at
Buffalo bearing No. 13,083 was found in the water
near where the woman bad entered.
TWO SUNSETS
There is only one place in the world where the
sun apparently sets twice a day. It is at 1:,eek, _in
Staffordshi re, England. The :phenomenon is 9ui~e
simple when explained. A Jagged mountam 1s
situated to the west of the town, and in the evening the sun sets behind it, and darkness ·c?mes
on Then is the first sunset, the lamps are lighted· and apparently night has set in. But it has
not for in the space of an hour or so the sun reappears again through. an ope1!ing a the side ~f
the mountain, and daylight agam app'1!1h-s. Artificial lights are extinguishe d, and daylight a~ain
prevails until the sun descends below the openmg,
and the seconll. sunset follows, and real night overshadows the earth. .
EXCLUSIV E MEAT DIET
An exclusive meat diet may not be so bad as we
are accustomed to think. What about Arctic explorers, who live almost wholly. on meat? A New
York physician, puzz~ed by this ql?-estion, re~e~tly
investigate d the habits and physique of VIlhJalmur Stefansson , the noted explorer, and found
that although Stefansson had lived for many
7ears on an almost complete meat diet, he was
m exceptional ly good condition. "Neither Stefansson nor any of his men, so far as we could
determine," said Dr. Clarence W. Lieb, the investigator, in a report to the American Medical Association, "suffered any- ill effects from long-conmiued me!lt · diet."

ROLLING THE BONES
A$ the uninitiated soon learn when they venture to "roll the bones" with experienced "crap~hooters," the apparently simple game of chance
i~ anY1:hing but a fair gamble. Leaving. out of
discussion the fellow who practices slei2:ht-ofhand tricks and makes the cubes behave '°as he
~ikes, there is yet the theory of chances involved
m the game which makes it a "sure thing" for
the adept when playing with the tyro.
. The skilled player knows the exact mathematical cha1_1ces for making the "crap" plays, 7 or
11, _and 1s a-ls? posted on the exact odds for and
ag:amst repea~mg the numbers thrown, which constitutes a wm. These calculation s are readily ·
worked out by one ve!S~d in the elementary laws
of chance, but the ongmal game of craps which
came from India, is a far more complicate d probdice were thrown
!em, for the reason that three only
one feature
mstead of two. To consider
of the old Hindu pastime, let us see who can figure out. the chances for and against throwing
three dice so that they add up 7 or 11.
AMERICA HAS 11,000 MILLIONA IRES AND
ONE LONESOM E BILLIONA IRE
The United States now has 11,000 millionaire s
one of whom is a billionaire. One out of every
10,45~ Am~ricans has accumulate d $1,000,000.
. This estimate, based on income tax returns,
1s made by Joseph S. McCoy, United States Treas~ry actuary, in an ~rticle in the current American Bankers' Association Journal.
The !resent number is below that of the war
year o 1917, V.:h~n, 1!fr. McCo:y says, there were
about 11,800 m1lhonaire s, but 1t shows rapid recovery from 1923, when the number had dwindled to 8,600. The number estimated for 1914
~s 4,500, increasing to 6,600 in 1915 and 10' 900
m 1916.
"The increase in number from 1923 has been
cau~d bx th~ wonderful prosperity of corporate
busmess, said Mr. McCoy. "The statistics show
t?e s9ueezing out of many of our war-made milhona1res. By 1923 some 2,800 of these no longer
":ere in the millionaire class. Many had totally
disappeare d from the list making income-tax re·
turns.
"In 1914 the number of American millionaire s
was a_b out 45.44 per each 1,000,000 population . In ,
1923 1t was about 77.30, while today it is about
95.22."
Distributio n of millionaire s goes hand in hand
with population. In 1923 New York led with
2,800, followed by Pennsylvan ia with 1 052 and
Illinois with 800. North Dakota had n~ne and
South Dakota, New Mexico, Nevade and idaho
had one each.
In 1924 seventy-fo ur persons acknowledg ed incomes in excess of $1,000,000, with an average
of more than $2,000,000 each. There were four
incomes between three and four millions · three /
between four and five millions and three' in excess of five millions.
The three richest had a total income of $27,955,319. Mr. McCoy estimates their total wealth
as more than two billions. One he rates as a
billionaire,
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BRIEF BUT· .POINTED

t

CANCER FROM AIR LACK
Cancer is not the result of a germ, declares
Professor Otto W a-rburg, of the Kaiser Institute.
Instead, it is the consequence of strangulation of
the body cells, which results when their normal
supply of oxygen is cut off. When this happens,
the cells burn the sugar of the blood into carbon
and water, according to the German scientist, and
though most of the cells then die, some of them
live and turn the sugar into lacic acid, causing
an abnormal growth.

HEAT CABINET
The heavy, bulky steam and water radiators
may soon be a thing of. the past, if the heat cabinets invented by_a Wisconsin engineer are widely
accepted, says Science Magaaine. The cabinet 'is
constructed. of a single U-shaped ·copper pipe with
copper fins, extellding all the way across the cabinet and back again, so that air pockets cannot
form. The total weight of a cabinet is about. onetenth that of an ordinary radiator. It is claimed
.,that a room can be made warm in ten minutes.
' Where heat is not wanted in a room a damper
shuts off further radiation.

Formerly such phenomena caused widespread
consternation, as the light was bright enough to
read by- in Stockholm at midnight. Many people ·
tho~ght_ it f?reshadowe~ the day of last judgment.
Now scientists have discovered that it is due to
volcanic ash spreading through the upper layers
of atmosphere and reflecting the sun's rays back
to the earth. The recent eruptions of a volcano
on the Kamchatka peninsula1 of another in Japan
an~ also that of Mauna Loa in the Pacific, were
said to foreshadow a recurrence of the extra brilliant twilight. The Swedish "landscape is ordinari1:i: remarkable during the long sunlight summer
mghts, but the silver light gives it a weird
beauty;-

ELECTRIC PLANE
Just as the handsaw and other shop tools have
been adapted for motor operation, so now inventive genius has electrified the wood plane too'.
England has just introduced such a' motordriven hand plane; in which the ordinary fixed
steel plane is replaced by a rotary steel cutter
says Populwr Science Monthl11. This cutter i;
driven, through the medium of suitable pinio~s
by a motor built to operate on either direct or al~
ternating current.
.
PUPPETS PERFORM DAILY IN THEATRE
The cutter, ne~rly five inches wide, is designed
AT SESQUI
to rough plane even the hardest woods. On beecl1
A revival of the-ancient Marionette Theatre is or oak, it easily produces a c:ut one-eighth inch
one of the princ}pal attractions for children at deep with a rapid forward movement. To insure
the Sesqui-Centennial International Exposition, straight guidance, the rear part of the machine
nowbeing held in Philadelphia. The mari'onettes which rests on the already planed wood is kept
perform dai"ly in the Children's Little Theatre, in · always on an exact level with the rotar~ cutter
"High Street of '1776."
·
while the elevation of the forward part can b~
Te performances are announced by the bent adjusted to limit the depth of cut.
town crier, clad in emerald green colonial cos. tume. Wold-famous fairy tales are portraye"d by
POLISH PEASANT -KNEW HIS HORSE
the puppets, who talk, sing and dance. In one
In "A Quaker Adventure: The Story of Nine
· scene a princess dances while her lady-in-waiting Years' Relief and Reconstruction,''. by A. Ruth
accompanies her upon a miniature piano. Nine · Fry, we read the pathetic account of how the
-; strings are used for each of _the puppets.
Quakers worked devotedly to remedy what was
too o!ten the iri-eme!,liable. They saw l'iorrorsyet ht up by gleams of beauty, say a review of
TREACHEROUS POISON
Oil of wintergreen, commonly used in salves the book in the London Spectator. Here is one:
and liniments, is extremely poisonous when taken In Poland they had been lending out horses to the
destitute peasants, and in the last resort, the
internally even in moderate doses.
Drs. N. C. Wetzel arid J. D. Nourse. report that l1~rses, when worked out, were sold. One old
quantities of less than two fluid ounces have re- blrnd man had had the loan of one, heard that a
sulted in death. The toxic effects of this familiar sale was coming on,. and with a son to guide him
drug; in frequent use in medical practice to allay walkea through the night hoping that he might
pain and reduce fever, seem not to have been gen- buy it back.
"Would he know the hor1Je?" .asked the Mission
erally recognized. They are ascribed to the fact
that o'il of wintergreen, after being taken into the member. "Know it? Doe,i a man know his own
body, undergoes very little cl1emical destruction, children?" answered the blind peasant. His hands
or breaking up . into less dangerous components. trembled more violently than eve1: "on h{s crooked
Editorial com,ment in the Journal of the Amerkan stick. "I know every hair of it."
There was silence while the old man went from
Medical Association says that from the standpoint of public welfare. Access to Ci! of winter- horse to horse, feeling them and talking to them.
green should be made impossible, for children and Suddenlv he was answered; the horse knew him
'for persons ignorant of its poisonous properties." and he put. both his arms around its neck and
sobbed. Eagerly he produced a homespun lin·en
bag; all ~he_summer he had been saving, a·gainst
"SILVER NIGHTS"
hope. Miss10n members meet their buyers half"Silver nights," or unusually bright twilight way .on occasions .like th esP-. No foot stepped
from sunset to sunrise. were forecast for Sweden more lightly on its home·Ji'aTd journey than the
during the summer by astronomical experts.
foot of the blind man.
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Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subjeet.

- - LATEST ISSUES - 1205 Young Wild West and the Tricky Trapper· or,
'
Arlettn After Big Game.
1206 " Giving It Straight; or, The Worst Camp of All.
1207 " Gunning for Gunmen; or, Arlettn nnd the
Greaser Ruffians.
1208 " Surrounded by Gold: or, A Treasure Worth a
•
million.
1209 " Baffling Death; or, At'letta and the Chasm.
1210 " and the Recklr-s, Regulars; or, Saving a Company of Cavalry.
1211 " ''Busting" a Show; or, Arietta and the ActrP.ss.
1215 " Locating a Lode; or, The Orphans of Bowle
Bar.
1212 " anJatWim!~~ncho Boss: or, Catching a Craft:,
1213 " At Six Spot Flat; or, The .Joke That Made a
Fortune.
1214 " Trapped by Greasers ; or , Arietta and the
Secret Pas~age.
1216 " Government Contract; or, Arietta and the Pon:,
Express.
1217 " Big Round-Up; or, The' Champion Roper of the
.
B. B. Ranch.
1218 " TwelvA Shots; or, Ari~tta and the Raiders.
1219 " and the Golden Image; or, Lured to the Valle:,
ot Death.
1220 " Balking a Raid; or, Arlette's Leap for Liberty.
1221 " Hunting in the Sierras; or, Arietta and the
·
Cinnamon Bear.
1222 " Snv;ng thP Block-house: or, Arietta and tho
Allies Attack.
1223 " and the R edskin Traitor; or, The Siege tn the
Sancl Hills.
1224 " Holding a Herd; or, Arletta's Fiery Race
122::i " and the Ten Cow-Punchers: or, Besting a Bad
Bunch.
1226 " Ca u~ht In a Cavern; or, Arietta's Shot in the
Dark.
1227 " Dividing the Go.Id; or, Settling a Claim Dispute.
1228 " After the Trail Thieves; or, Arietta's Round.
Up.
1229 " And the Pawnee Paleface; or, The Old Hunter'•
Secret.
1230 " Rncing a Flood: or, Arietta Shooting the
Rapids
1231 " and "Pinto Peter"; or, 'l'he Fight at Buckhorn
·
Ranch.
1232 " Escaping Death; or, Arlette's Fifty Mlle Race.
1233 " kost on the Desert; or, The Luck a Sand Storm
Brought.
1234 " And the Broken Gun; or, Arietta's Quick Wit.
1235 • Fighting the Cowboys; or, The Doom of the
" Hurrah" Untflt.
1236 " and the Death Dip: or, Arietta Fighting the
Smelter Fiends.
1237 " And "Tarantula Tom" ; or , The Worst ''Bad
Man" In Arizona.
1238 " and the Silent Six: or, Arietta's Round-Up In
a Cave.

THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP
No. 42.
SPEAKER.-Contalnlng a varied a ssortment of stnmp
speeches, Ne11:ro. Dutch and Irish . Also end men's jokes.
No. '4. HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALBUM.-A grnnd
collection of Album Verses suitable for any time and
occasion; emtiracing Lines of Love, A.trectlon, Sentiment,
Humor, Res pect. and Condolence: also Verses Suitablo
for Valentines and Weddings.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS .._.A...complete and
handy little book. giving the rules and full directions
for playing Euchre, Crlhbage, Casino, Forty-five,
Rounce, Pedro Sancho. Draw Poker, Auction Pitch. All
Fours, and m1rny othpr popular gnmPR of cards.
No. 58. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A wonderful
little book. telling you how to write to your sweetheart,
your fathPr, mother, sister, brother. employer : and in
fact everyhody an/I anyhoily you wlah to write to.
No. 55. HOW TO COT,LECT STAMFS AND COINS.Containing valuable Information regarding the collecting and arranging of stamps and coins. Handsomely
illu strated.
No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MUSICAL lNF:TRUMlr.NTS,
-Full dirPctions how to makP n Banjo. Violln , Zither,
A.eolian Harp, Xylophone an/I other mualcal lnstrumentR;
together wlth a brief description of nparly every musical Instrument used In ancient or modern times. Profuaely illustro ted.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETF.CTTVE.-By Old King
Brady, the well -knoWJJ detpctive. In which he lays
down some veluahle rules for heglnnPrs. and also relates some adventures of wPll-known dPtPCtlves.
No. 61. HOW TO BECOMR A BOWT,F.R.-A complet'!
manna! of howllng. Containing full Instructions for
ollfylng a 11 the standard American and German games:
together with rules and systems in use by the _principal
bowling clubs.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ET,EC'I'.RlCAL MAClJTNES.
--Containing tun directions for making electrical machines, Induction coils, dynamos. and many novel toys
to- be worked by electr!city. By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully
lllustrated
Nu. 67. HOW TO DO ELEOTRTCAT, TRTC:KS.-<'onta!nlng a htrge collection of Instructive and hlghl:t
amusing electrical tricks, together with !llustratlons. B1
A. Anderson.
No. 89, HOW TO DO SLETGHT-OF-11AND.--Contaln1ng over fifty of the latest and best tricks used by ma•
glclans. Also containing the secret of second sight.
Fullv lllustrated
No. 7~. HOW TO DO STXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.
-Emb~cing 1111 of the latest and most deceptive card
tricks. with Illustrations.
No. 73', HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH NUMBERS.Showing many curious tricks with flgurPR and the
magic of numhers. By A. AndPraon . Fully lllu•tr1tt.ed.
No. 7t_- HOW TO WRTTE T, l'lTTl'lR"I OORRF.OTT,Y.Contalaing full lnfitructlons for writing IPttere on nlmo•t any Pnhject; also rnl<>s tor punctuation and composition, with specimen lettPrs. •
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTlTN"F.S BY THl': HAND.
-Containing ru!Ps for telling fortunPs by the 11ld of
lines of the hnnd. or the secret of palmistry. Also the
~ecret of telling future events by aid of mole, marks,
scnrs, etc. Illn•tratpd.
:So. 77, lJOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WTTH
CARDS.-Contninlng deceptive C'nril Tricks as performed by leading conjnrPrs and maglclnna.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN AOTOR.--ContAlnlng
romplete instructions how to make np for various
charactPrs on the sta,:,;e : together wlth the dutlP• of the
Stage Manager, Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property
Man.
No. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKll: BOOK.-Cont.alnfng
thP latest j okes. an ecdotes nn/l tunny stories ot this
\VOrld-rPnowTI"il 0Prmnl1 comP~inn.

No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMH1TRY.-Co~talnlng tl1e
most aonroved mpth o<'l• of r P1tdlng the Im es on the
h1tnd to11:Pth er with R full exnlanntlon of their rneRnl'nl?.
A.l~o ' pxnl nininl!' nhrenology. Rnd th e k Py for tPll\nit
oh~rnctPr hy thp hnmM on the head. By Leo Hugo
Koch, A.c.s: Fully illustrated.
Jl'or oale by all newod.,..lero, or wtll be oent to an7
address on receipt of price, 100. per COPY'•
ln money or atampa, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher; Inc.
New York City

L66 West 23d Street
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Gathering Gold; or, Arletta's Wonderful Find.
IDs Skill; or, The Shoot-Up at "Show~

AmQng the Apaches; or,. Arietta and the Death'
Pit.
1243 " and the Government Detective: or, Tracking a
Tricky Thief.
1244 " Caught On the Clitfs: or, Arletta's Desperate
~
Climb.
1245 " and the Ranchman's Boy; or, The Sheep Herd~
er's R evenge.
1246 " and the Rival Outfits: or, Arletta's Fight On
the Cattle Range.
1247 " With the Cavalry; or, The Fight at Bear Pass:
1248 " Finding a Fortune; or, Arietta and the Flooded
Claim.
1249 " and the Mexican Raiders: or, Exposing a
Cattle King.
1250 " and the Dynamite Fiends; .or, Arietta and
the Avengers.
1251 " -and the T enderfoot's Legacy: or, B a ffling the
Cl aim Jumper s.
1252 " H elping the Sherilf; or, Arietta and the Express Thieves.
1253 " and the Phantom Canoe; or, Soll(ing a Strange
Mystery.
For srue by all new.sdealero, or will be oent to any
addreos on receipt ot price, Be, per copy, in -money or
postai:-e otamps.
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